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Abstract 
In this work, a notion of function definition is introduced. This notion is a generalization of 
equational definitions of functions. We distinguish between two properties of function definitions: 
extensional and intensional. A property is extensional or intensional if it concerns the extension 
or intension of function definitions, respectively. The typical problem is that of representability: 
Given a restricted notion of function definition, a function f and an intensional property P, is 
it possible to find a definition of f which has property P? The question which properties are to 
be considered to be intensional is discussed. 
As an application, three restricted notions of function definitions are studied. These are Herb- 
rand-Giidel-Kleene systems, primitive recursive definitions and p-recursive definitions. We show 
how these differ when considering a particular intensional property. 
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I. Introduction 
A definition is characterized by two things: its extension and intension. The extension 
of a definition is the collection of objects that are dejined by the definition; if we, for 
instance, have a definition of a predicate, then its extension is simply the set of objects 
for which the predicate holds. The intension of a definition is the process by which the 
extension is generated. If we think of a definition as something which singles out some 
particular objects in a given universe, then the extension of the definition answers the 
question of which those particular objects are, whereas the intension is the answer to 
the question how this is done. 
Properties of definitions can then be classified according to this distinction: a property 
is extensional or intensional depending on whether it concerns the extensions or inten- 
sions of the definitions considered. 
In this paper, functions will be thought of as set-theoretical objects, i.e. as subsets of 
Cartesian products satisfying the functional criteria. From this viewpoint, a definition of 
a partial function f : A + B is to be an object which to each a E A assigns a unique 
element b E B, namely the value of f in a, if this exists. This means that a definition 
of f should be a description which, for each a E A, tells us how we are to determine 
the value of f in a. The result of this process, when successfully performed on a, is 
the extension of the definition of f in a; the process itself, successful or not, is the 
intension of the definition of f in a. 
An algorithm which computes a function is a function definition in the above sense. 
In this case, the extension is the eventual output, whereas the actual computation is 
the intension. 
The typical problem in this setting is that of representability: Suppose we are given 
some restricted notion of function definitions, a function f and an intensional property 
P. Is it then possible to find a definition of f which has property P? By fixing some 
of the parameters in this question, a huge family of questions arises. We note that both 
the notion of computable function and the classification of such functions with respect 
to some complexity measure of their optimal definitions, are both answers to questions 
of this form, 
In this paper, we shall formulate a theory of function definitions in which such 
problems can be studied. The theory is developed within the framework of partial 
inductive dejinitions [3]. The particular notion of function definition that we will give 
is based on the concept of equational definitions of functions. In order to give the 
reader an informal description of the ideas, methods and results presented here, we 
shall now discuss equational definitions of functions. 
Let us begin by considering such definitions of functions over N, the set of natural 
numbers. In this case, equational definitions are also known as Herbrand-Giidel-Kleene 
(HGK) systems [4,5]. 
Let the set of numeral terms be defined inductively from 0, the successor constructor 
s and an infinite set of numeral variables. A numeral is then a numeral term which 
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contains no variable. We shall identify a numeral with its corresponding natural number. 
The set of terms is then defined inductively from the numeral terms and an infinite set 
of function symbols C (it is assumed that every element in C has an arity). A term 
is ground if it contains no variables. If a and b are terms then a = b is an equation. 
A finite sequence E of equations is called an equational dejnition or HGK-system 
if: 
(1) Every left-hand member of each equation in E has the form F(tl, . . . , t,) where 
FE C and tl,..., tn are numeral terms. 
(2) It is impossible by any substitution of numerals for variables to transform two 
left-hand members of distinct equations to the same term. 
(3) The right-hand member of each equation in E contains only variables occurring 
in the left-hand member. 
The set of ground instances of the left-hand members of E is the domain of E. If 
F(ni,..., nk) is a ground instance of F(tl,.. .,tk) and F(tl,...,tk) = b E E, then the 
definiens of F(nl , . . . , nk) is the corresponding instance of b. Note that (2) and (3) 
guarantees that E is a deterministic definition; every element of the domain of E has 
a unique deliniens. 
Given an HGK-system E, let us explain how we are to determine the value of a 
ground term a: 
(1) If a is a numeral, then the value of a is this numeral. 
(2) If a is an element of the domain of E, then the value of a is the value of the 
definiens of a. 
(3) If a contains more than one function symbol, i.e. a = F(al,. . . , ak), where at 
least one ai is a term, then the value of a is the value of F(nl, . . . , nk), where ni is 
the value of ai. 
These operations specify recursively a process of value-determination. Thus, in our 
earlier terminology, they give us both the extension and intension that E assigns to 
ground terms. 
The key idea in this paper is the following: The intension of a ground term can be 
thought of as a branching process, where each point contains information about which 
of the above operations is used to continue. If E and E’ are HGK-systems and a and 
b ground terms, then the intension of a in E is equivalent to the intension of b in E’ 
if they are equal, when described in this way. 
If E is a HGK-system and F a function symbol of arity k, then the pair (E,F) is a 
presentation. It presents the partial function f : Nk + N, where f (Ti) equals the value 
of F(Z) in E, if this exists. Otherwise f is undefined at 7i. The intension of (E,F) 
is then obtained by collecting all the intensions that E assigns to the terms F(S), for 
nE IV. 
Using the idea of termwise equivalent intensions, we can define what it means for 
presentations to have equivalent intensions: If (E,F) and (E’,F’) are presentations 
such that both F and F’ have arity k, then their intensions are equivalent if, for each 
n E Nk, the intensions of F(Z) in E and F’(Z) in E’ are equivalent. As a simple 
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example, consider the following HGK-systems: 
E: 
{ 
L(0) = 0, 
{ 
K(O) = s(O), 
as(x)) = JYX), E’ : K@(x)) = K(x). 
To determine the value of L(n) in E, one iterates the definiens operator (operation 
2) n + 1 times, thus reaching 0. The process then terminates, declaring the value of 
L(n) to be 0 (operation 1). This description also fits the process of determining the 
value of K(n) in E’. Thus (E,L) and (E’, K) have equivalent intensions. 
The idea of ground terms having equivalent intensions can also be used internally 
on a presentation (E, F) in the following way: Suppose F has arity k. Given ii E Nk, 
the argument class of Z in (E,F) is then the set of all E E Nk such that F(Z) and 
F(Z) have equivalent intensions in E. It is then the case that the argument classes 
constitutes a partition of Nk, since they are pairwise disjoint and their union is Nk. As 
an example, consider the presentation (E, add), where E is the following HGK-system: 
add(O, Y > = Y, 
add(+), y) = Succ(add(x, y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
The argument class of (n, m) E Nk is then {n} x N, since add(n, m) and add(n’, M’) 
have equivalent intensions iff n = n’. 
Presentations with equivalent intensions will have equal argument classes, but the 
converse does not hold in general. Hence, argument classes can be used to separate 
presentations from an intensional point of view. 
So far we have only considered equational definitions of functions over N. How- 
ever, it should be clear that this concept and all the related ideas given above can be 
extended to definitions of functions over any finite family of sets, provided that the 
sets considered are given inductively. An obvious example would be lists of natural 
numbers. 
This paper consists of two parts. The first part is dedicated to formulating the above 
ideas in a precise way. In the second part, we shall consider some applications. These 
applications are all in the same genre, namely: Given a subset of the set of all presen- 
tations, what can be said about the argument classes for presentations in this subset; 
if the presentation presents f, how does f vary over an argument class? We shall 
consider three such subsets: HGK-presentations, primitive recursive presentations and 
p-recursive presentations. In order to state the results, let us introduce some terminol- 
ogy: If f : A + N, where AC Nk, then f is Z-linear (N-linear) if it is constant or 
there exists 1 did k and c E Z (c E N) such that f(Z) = ni + c. 
For HGK-presentations we shall prove the following: 
If (D, F) is a HGK-presentation of the partial function f : Nk + N, then, for each 
Z E dom f, there exists a jinite partition (AihEI of the argument class of E in (D, F) 
such that: 
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(1) For each Ai, there exists a tuple (ti,. . . , tk) of numeral terms such that the 
elements of Ai are precisely the ground instances of this tuple. 
(2) The restriction of f with respect to each Ai is Z-linear. 
For primitive recursive presentations, that is, presentations given by schemata for 
composition and primitive recursion, we show the following: 
If (D, F) is a primitive recursive presentation of the function f : Nk + N, then each 
argument class is of the form Ai x . . . x Ak, where each Ai is either a singleton or N. 
Also, the restriction of f with respect to an argument class is N-linear. 
As a corollary, we get that a primitive recursive presentation, whose argument classes 
are stable under permutations of the arguments, presents an N-linear function. This 
gives an alternative proof of the result by Colson [l], concerning the nonrepresentabil- 
ity, by primitive recursive means, of the following presentation of the inf-function: 
min(O, y) = 0, 
min(s(x), 0) = 0, 
min(s(x), s(y)) = Succ(min(x, y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
We also prove that if (D, F) is a primitive recursive presentation, whose extension is 
not N-linear, then the time-complexity of (D, F) is uniformly bounded below by one 
of its arguments. 
If we add a schema for the p-functional to the schemata for composition and prim- 
itive recursion, then the presentations obtained are the p-recursive ones. In contrast to 
the schema for primitive recursion, there is here a certain degree of arbitrariness, since 
there is no canonical way of choosing a schema for the p-functional. Under quite lib- 
eral conditions, concerning this choice, we prove that a p-recursive presentation, whose 
argument classes are stable under permutations of the arguments, presents a function 
which is either empty or total and N-linear. Hence, the earlier mentioned result by 
Colson extends to a big class of p-recursive presentations. 
Some remarks about notation: 
If X is a set then X’ denotes the set of finite words over X. The empty word is 
denoted by ( ). Nonempty words are written (xi,. . .,x,). The length of (xi,. . .,x,) is 
n. Given n,y E X*, xy denotes the concatenation of x and y. The elements of X* 
are ordered by the usual prefix order: x< y iff there exists a z such that xz = y. The 
greatest lower bound of x,y E X* will be denoted by x n y. This equals the greatest 
common prefix of x and y. 
If f and g are partial mappings from A to B, we use the following standard notation: 
f(x)J _ x E domf. 
f(x)1 - x 4 domf. 
f(x)- w _ f(x)jand f(x)= w. 
f(x) = g(x) w either f (x)1 and g(x)1 or, for some w, f(x) 11 w and g(x) N w. 
fcg _ f(x)- g(x) for x E dom f. 
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II. The theory of function definitions 
1. Function definitions 
A set of sorts is any nonempty finite set 9’. An Y-sorted universe is a family of 
nonempty, disjoint sets 
An Y-type is a pair (x, y), where x E Y* and y E Y. An Y-signature is any non- 
empty set Z, together with two mappings, arity : C -+ Y* and sort : Z -+ Y. C is to be 
thought of as a set of function symbols. If F E Z, then its type is (arity(F),sort(F)). 
If arity(F) = (s, ,..., s,J, then V,, x .. x V,, will be referred to as the argument space 
of F. In order to avoid trivialities, it is assumed that every signature considered is 
infinite in every type. 
Let Y be a set of sorts, V an Y-sorted universe and C an Y-signature. For any 
s E Y, the set of terms of sort s, denoted Y( V, C),, is given by the following inductive 
definition: 
(1) If u E V, then u E Y(V,C),. 
(2) If F E C is of type (~1 . . .sn,s) and al,. . . , a, are terms of sorts ~1,. . . ,s,, then 
F(al,. . . ,a,) E F_(V,-% 
If a E Y(V, C),, its sort is denoted by sort(a). The union of Y( V, Z), for every 
s E Y is denoted Y( V,Z) and referred to as the set of terms (over V and C). 
To every term a we associate a natural number o(a), called the order of a, in the 
following way: 
(1) If a E V, then o(a) = 0. 
(2) If a = F(al,..., a,) theno(a)=sup(o(al),...,o(a,))+l. 
Terms of order 0 are called values, and terms of order 1 are called atoms. 
If a E Y( V, C) then Z(a) denotes the elements of C that occur in a. If A C_ Y( V, Z) 
then Z(A) = UaEA C(a). If A c C then an A-atom is an atom a such that C(a) CA. 
Definition 1.1. A function dejnition over y( V, C) is a partial, sort-preserving mapping 
D : F( V, C) + y( V, C), whose domain consists only of atoms. 
Given a function definition D and a E dom D, the intuition is that the value of a 
is defined to be equal to the value of D(a), the dejiniens of a in D. Thus a function 
definition in this sense can be seen as an equational definition, where we allow an 
infinite number of equations. The infinite character of a function definition explains the 
absence of variables, since we are only interested in ground terms. 
As a first example, let a partial function f : V,, x . . . x VS. + VS,+, be given. Take 
F E C such that arity(F) = (si,..., sn) and sort(F) = s,+l. Let D be the function 
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definition given by 
D(a) = 
{ 
f(Z) if a = F(E) and f(QJ, 
1 otherwise. 
As another example, let E be an HGK-system. Then D is the partial mapping given 
by the following: 
(1) dom D consists of all ground instances of left-hand members of the equations 
in E. 
(2) If t = t’ E E and ~7 is a substitution such that to is ground, then D(ta) = t’o. 
It is then immediate from the definition of HGK-systems that D is a function defi- 
nition. Such a function definition will be called an HGK-dejnition. 
As a more concrete example, let E be the following HGK-system: 
add(0, Y) = Y, 
add(s(x), y) = Succ(add(x, y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
This is of course nothing else than the ordinary definition of binary addition. Now, D 
is then given by the following: 
m if a = add(O,m), 
Succ(add(n,m)) 
D(a) = n+ 1 
i 
if a = add(n + l,m), 
if a = Succ(n), 
1 otherwise. 
Since a function definition is supposed to define functions, we obviously need a 
mechanism which assigns values to terms. This is done in the following way. 
Definition 1.2. Let D be a function definition. The value of a term a in D, denoted 
val&u), is given by the following inductive definition: 
(1) If u is a value then val&u) = a. 
(2) If a E domD and val&D(a)) = u, then vale(u) = u. 
(3) If a = F(u, , . . . ,a,), O(U) > 1, valo(ui) = Vi and valD(F(vt,. . . , u,)) = U, then 
val&u) = 0. 
It follows by induction that, for every function definition D,val~ is a partial, sort- 
preserving mapping from terms to values. We will sometimes drop the subscript from 
valD when D is given by the context. 
Proposition 1.3. Let D and D’ be function dejinitions such that D c D’. Then valD C 
valD( . 
Proof. valD c valD, is equivalent to 
valD(u) N u * vale,(u) Y u. 
This implication is proved by a routine induction over Definition 1.2. 0 
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Let D be a function definition and a a term. Suppose we are to determine the value 
of Q in D. One intuitive way of describing this process is then that we are to iterate 
the following operations: 
(1) If a is a value, then stop and declare that the value of a in D is a. 
(2) If a E domD, then determine the value of D(a). 
(3) If o(u) > 1, say a =F(ui,..., a,), then determine the values of the terms ai. 
If all of these has values, say ui, then determine the value of F(vi, . . . , v,). 
Note that in operation (3) the process splits in several branches. That a actually has 
a value in D then means that each branch in this process is finite and ends in a value. 
We shall proceed by making this intuitive description precise. It is clear that operation 
(2) can be described in terms of D itself. In order to make operation (3) precise, 
we associate another mapping D to every function definition D, which ‘splits’ terms 
of order > 1, thereby indicating which other terms are needed when determining the 
value. The exact definition is as follows: 
Definition 1.4. Given a function definition D, define the mapping 
(9-(KQU {T,J-I)*, where {T, I} I? F( V, C) = 0, as follows: 
(1) If o(a) = 0 then &a) = (T). 
(2) If a = F(ui,. . . , a,), then 
D : y(v,c) + 
D(u) = (Xl,... ,X,,QVl,..., 
v,)) if valo(ui) N v;, 
(Xl,...,&t,q otherwise, 
where 
{ 
Ui if O(Ui)> 1, 
xi = T otherwise. 
If b occurs in D(u), we write b E D(u). 
Definition 1.5. Let D be a function definition. A D-path is a sequence of terms 
a0 ,..., a,, where n > 0, such that, for O<ibn - 1: 
(1) If o(ai)< 1 then ai E domD and ai+i = D(ui). 
(2) If O(Ui) >l then ai+i E B(ai). 
aa and a,, are the beginning and the end, respectively, of the D-path us,. . . , a,. The 
length of a D-path aa,. . . , a, is n. 
Definition 1.6. Let D be a function definition. Define the relation <o as follows: 
b <D a iff there exists a D-path ao,. . . , a,, that begins in a and ends in b. 
Clearly <o is a transitive relation, since if aa,. . . , a, is a D-path from a to b and 
boy..., b, is a D-path from b to c, then a~, . . . , a,, bl, . , b, is a D-path from a to c. 
Given a function definition D, let 
~(u)={bW(V,C)~b <,a}. 
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Thus D(a) U {u} together with <D represents the intension that D assigns to a, since 
it captures the process of determining the value of a in D. 
Let D be a function definition and a a term. We say that D is wellfounded in a 
if <D is a wellfounded relation on D(a), i.e. there are no infinitely descending <D- 
chains in D(a). This means of course that there are no infinite D-paths beginning in 
a. Given this notion of wellfoundedness, one way of expressing the previous intuition 
of what it means for a to have a value in D would be the following: 
vale(a) 4 e D is wellfounded in a and every <o-minimal b E &a) is a value. 
If we assume that o(a) > 1, then this is in fact true, but we shall give the proof in 
Section 2. 
We will now give two other characterizations of what it means for a term a to have 
a value in D. 
Let D be a function definition and F(at, . . . ,a,) be a term. F(q, . . . , v,) is called the 
right descendant of F(al ,...,a,)ifval~(a~)~v~foreach1~i~n.ClearlyF(v~,...,u,) 
is the right descendant of F(al,. . . , a,) iff I does not occur in D(F(al,. . .,a,)) and 
F(ul,. . . , u,) is the rightmost term occurring in D(F(al,. . . ,a,)). 
A D-path ao,. .., a,, is called right-descending if, for each 0 <i <n - 1 such that 
o(q) > 1, ai+t is the right descendant of ai. The intuition is now that when determining 
the value of a term a in D, we construct a D-path beginning in a and whenever a 
choice of continuations arises, we choose the right descendant, if possible. Otherwise 
we stop. If this process terminates for the reason that a value u is found, then the value 
of a in D is this v. Otherwise a has no value in D. This intuition is made precise by 
the following: 
Proposition 1.7. Let D be a function dejinition and a a term such that o(a) > 0. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) vale(a) = v. 
(2) There exists a right-descending D-path from a to v. 
Proof. (1) + (2): This is proved by induction on Definition 1.2. There are two cases 
to consider, depending on whether a E dom D or o(a) > 1. 
Assume a E domD. Then val&D(a)) 21 u. If D(u) is a value, then D(a) = v. Clearly 
a, u is a right-descending D-path from a to v. Suppose D(a) is not a value. Then, by 
the induction hypothesis, there is a right-descending D-path from D(a) to v. Let this 
D-path be a~, . . . , a,. Then a,~, . . . , a,, is a right-descending D-path from a to v. 
Assume o(a) > 1, say a = F(al,. . . , ak). Since 
. . , uk) to v. Let this D-path be ao,. . . , a,,. Since 
F(al,..., vk) is the right descendant of a, we get that a,ao,. . . ,a, is a 
n = 1. Then the given D-path is a, v. This implies that D(a) = v. By 
definition, valD(a) N u. 
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Assume n > 1, and let a~, . . . , a,, be the given D-path. Then there are two cases to 
consider, depending on whether a E dom D or o(a) > 1. 
If a E domD, then al , . . . , a, is a right-descending D-path from D(a) to v. By the 
induction hypothesis, valo(D(a)) E v. Thus, by definition, valD(a) Y v. 
Assume o(a) > 1, say a = F(bl, . . . , bk). Since al is the right descendant of a, al = 
F(vl,..., vk) where valo(b;) N vi. Thus, al,.. ., a,, is a right-descending D-path from 
F(vI,..., vk) to v. By the induction hypothesis, val&F(vl,. . . ,vk)) P u. Hence, by 
definition, val&a) N v. 0 
Proposition 1.8. Let D be a function definition and a a term such that o(a) > 0. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) v&(a) 1. 
(2) D(a) # 0 and valD(b)J for b -CD a. 
Proof. + (2): is by induction on Definition 1.2. 
+ (1): There two cases to depending on o(a) = 1 or 
> 1. 
o(a) 1. Then # 0 implies a E dom D. By assumption, valo(D(a))J. 
Hence vale(a) 1. 
Assume o(a) > 1, say a = F(al,...,a,). Then, by assumption, valo(ai) N Vi and 
val&F(q, . . . , v,)) N v. Thus valo(a)J. q 
If D is a function definition and a a term, the restriction of D with respect to 
&a) U {a} will be denoted by Dia. DJ a is obviously also a function definition. It is 
in fact the smallest part of D that contains all the information about the intension of 
a in D, as the following lemma and proposition will show. 
Lemma 1.9. Let D be afunction definition. Then, for any term a, vale(a) = valDi,(a). 
Proof. It is clear that Dja C: D. Thus, by Proposition 1.3, valDla c vale. It remains to 
show 
vale(a) 2 v + valDl,(a) = v. 
We show this by induction on Definition 1.2. 
If a is a value the statement clearly holds. 
Suppose a E domD and vale(a) 21 v. Then valo(D(a)) z v. By the induction hy- 
pothesis, valDioc,,(D(a)) CL v. Since DID(a) & Dla, it follows from Proposition 1.3 that 
val+(D(a)) N v. Now, (Dla)(a) = D(a). Thus, valDi,(a) ? V. 
Suppose o(a) > 1, say a = H(al,..., a,) and val&a) Y v. Then valD(ai) p Di and 
val.o(H(E)) 21 u. By the induction hypothesis, valDl,(ai) 2: vi and valDIHC;)(H(C)) z V. 
Since D(ai 2 D/a and DIH(E)c Dla, Proposition 1.3 now yields valDl,(a;) N Q and 
valDla(ti(E)) N v. Thus vabl,(a) 21 v. 0 
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Proposition 1.10. Let D be a function dejinition. Then, for any term a 
valb(b) N valbln(b) for b E E(a). 
Proof. If b E &a) then 6(b) c&a). Thus, 
D[bCDJa&D. 
By Proposition 1.3, 
valblb C valola C valb . 
But then valb(b) N valbla(b), since, by Lemma 1.9, valDlb(b) 2 v&(b). 17 
Proposition 1.11. Let D and D’ be function dejinitions and a a term. If DlaCD’ 
then Dla c D’la. 
Proof. From the assumption, it follows that it is enough to prove 
dom Dla G dom D’Ja. 
This in turn follows if we prove 
b<Da + b<ola. 
Now, this follows by induction on the length of the given D-path from a to b, provided 
that 
valb(b) N u + valDl(b) N u for b -CD a 
holds. So let us prove this last statement. Since D(a 2 D’, it follows from Proposition 
1.3 that valDia C valD/ . The statement now follows from Proposition 1.10. 0 
Proposition 1.12. Let D and D’ be function dejinitions and a a term such that 
Dla C D’(a. Zf valo(a)l then D/a = D’la. 
Proof. If o(a) = 0, then the statement holds trivially, since then Dla = D’ja = 0. So 
assume o(a)2 1. We show domDJa = dom D’ja from which the statement follows. 
From the assumption Dla & D’la, it follows that dom D/a C dom D’Ja. The reverse in- 
clusion, dom D’ la s dom D la, follows from 
b<DIa =+ b<Da, (*) 
since, if b E domD’la then b = a or, by (*), b CD a and, since valb(a)J, valb(b) J, 
by Proposition 1.8. Since o(b) = 1, this implies b E domD and thus b E dom Dia. So 
let us prove (*). This is done by induction on the length n of the given D/-path from 
a to b. 
Assume n = 1. Then there are two cases to consider, depending on whether o(a) = 1 
or o(a) > 1. If o(a) = 1, then b = D’(a). Also, since valb(a) J, a E dom D. Then 
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Dla &D’(a implies b = D(a). Thus b < D a. If o(a) > 1, then b E D(a). Since 
D(a C D’la and vale(u) 1, it follows from Propositions 1.3 and 1.10 that D(u) = D(u). 
Hence b E @a), which implies b cD a. 
Assume n = k + 1. Let us,. . . , ak+l be the given D/-path from a to b. By the 
induction hypothesis, ak -CD a. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether 
o(ak) = 1 or o(ak) > 1. If o(ak) = 1, then ak E domD’. Since ak <o a and 
val&a) 1, it follows from Proposition 1.8 that valD(ak) 1. Since o(uk) = 1, this implies 
that ak E dom D. Since Dlu 2 D’lu, D(uk) = D’(ak). Hence b <D ak, which implies 
b <D a. If o(ak) > 1, then b E D’(uk). It then follows as in the base case above that 
D(ak) = D’(ak). Hence b <D uk, which implies b <D a. 0 
We end this section with a technical device. 
Definition 1.13. Let D be a function definition and A a set of atoms. The contraction 
of D with respect to A is the function definition D’, given by 
if a E A and vale(a) 1, 
if a E A and val&u)l , 
otherwise. 
So, by doing a contraction on D with respect to A, we redefine the atoms in A in 
the simplest possible way. If A is a set of atoms and D a function definition such that 
the contraction of D with respect to A equals D, then D is said to be A-contracted. 
We will often specify the set of atoms A on which the contraction is to be done by 
simply giving a set of function symbols B 2 C. The intended meaning is then that A 
is the set of all B-atoms. 
Proposition 1.14. Let D be a function dejinition and A a set of atoms. Let D’ be the 
contraction of D with respect to A. Then vale(u) Y valDl(u) for every term a. 
Proof. Induction over Definition 1.2. 0 
Proposition 1.15. Let D be a function dejinition and A a set of atoms. Let D’ be the 
contraction of D with respect to A. Then D = p. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.14. q 
2. The tree model 
In this section we will give a construction which, when given a function definition, 
assigns term labeled trees to terms in such a way that the intension that the definition 
assigns to a term is reflected in its tree. To be more precise: given D and a, the tree 
assigned to a will be a representation of D(u) U {u} together with <D. 
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Let N+ denote the set of positive natural numbers. A tree t is a non-empty subset 
of NT_ such that: 
(1) If x E t and y~x, then y E t. 
(2) If x(n + 1) E t, then x(n) E t. 
Clearly, () E t, for every tree t. () is called the root of t. A leaf in a tree t is a 
maximal element in t. A branch in a tree t is a set u & t such that: 
(1) u is linearly ordered by < . 
(2) If x E u and y<x, then y E U. 
If t is a tree, then the depth of a node x in t is defined to be the length of x. 
Given a set X, an X-labeled tree is a partial mapping t : Nr + X, whose domain 
is a tree. If t is an X-labeled tree and x E N;, the subtree oft at x, denoted by tx, is 
given by: 
64r) = t(v). 
We say that t’ is a subtree of t and write t’ 5 t if t’ = tx for some x E N;. If x # () 
then t’ is a strict subtree of t. This is denoted t’ + t. 
Definition 2.1. Given a function definition D, let [. ]D be the mapping from F( V, C)U 
{T, I} to F( V, C) u {T, I}-labeled trees, given by: 
(1) If a E domD, then 
( 
a if x = 0, 
UaMx) = UD(~)IID(Y) if x = (1)~ 
1 otherwise. 
(2) If a 6 domD and o(a)<l, or a = T,I, then 
(3) If o(a) > 1, then 
ifx= 0, 
i@Mx) = ~aill&) if x =(i)y, 1 di<n 
1 otherwise, 
where (at,. . . , a,) = a(a). 
When D is given by the context, we will sometimes drop the subscript from I[ .]o. 
In order to clarify the above definition, consider the following schematic pictures: 
(1) If a E dom D, then aa]o is 
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(2) If a 6 domD and o(a)< 1, or a = T,_L, then [a]~ is 
a. 
(3) If o(a) > 1 and (al,. . . , a,) = D(a), then [ajo is 
a 
A 
As a concrete example, consider D; the example of binary addition which was given 
in Section 1. [add(O, O)Jo is then the following tree: 
add ( 0,O ) 
and [add( 1, O)jo is 
add( 1,0 ) 
Succ (add ( 0,O )) 
/ \ 
add ( 0,O ) succ (0) 
I I 
0 1 
Proposition 2.2. Let D be a function de&&ion. If [ano ‘v b, then the subtree 
of IanD at x is lb]D. 
Proof. Let t = [aJo and t’ = tb]D. We prove t,(y) N t’(y) by induction on y. Clearly 
tx(( )) = t’(( )). 
Take y = z(i). Suppose tx(y) 1. Then t,.(z) N c for some term c. By the induction 
hypothesis, t’(z) N c. 
If o(c) = 1, then c E dom D, since z is not a leaf. Thus t,(y) z D(c) N t’(y). If 
o(c) > 1, then &(y) and t’(y) are both equal to the ith component of D(c). Hence 
tx(y) N t’(y) if &(y) 1. That f’(y) 1 implies &(y) N t’(y) follows by an analogous 
argument. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a function dejinition and a a term. Then the following 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) ao,..., a,, is a D-path beginning in a. 
(2) There is a brunch no,. . . , x,, in [aJo such that n 2 1 and I[a]&) = ai. 
state- 
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Proof. (1) + (2). This is proved by induction over the length n of the given D-path 
ao,..., a,. 
In the base case n = 1. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether 
a E domD or o(a) > 1. 
Assume a E dom D. Then the given D-path is a,D(a). Let x0 = () and xi = (1). 
Clearly x0,x1 is a branch in [a]lo satisfying I[a]D(xo) = a and [al&xl) = D(a). 
Assumeo(a) > l,saya=F(ar,..., a,). Then the given D-path is either a,ai where 
1 <i<m, or a,F(vl,..., v,) where Vi 21 val&ai). In the first case, choose xc = () and 
x1 = (i). In the second case, choose xc = ( ) and x1 = (m + 1). 
Suppose n = k + 1. Then, by the induction hypothesis, there is a branch x0, . . . ,Xk in 
[a]D such that ([aljo = ai. Depending on whether a E dom D or o(a) > 1, choose 
y as in the base case and let xk+l = xky. 
(2) + (1). This is proved by induction on the length n on the given branch x0,. . . ,x,, 
in [ano. 
In the base case, where n = 1, the statement follows by inspection of the definition 
of [aID. In the induction step, where n = k+ 1, it follows from the induction hypothesis 
that ao, . . . , ak is a D-path beginning in a. Now, to infer that ao, . . . , ak+l is a D-path, 
it remains to check that ak,ak+l is a D-path. Since [aIn = ak, it follows from 
Proposition 2.2 that the subtree of [ajo at xk iS [a&). That ak,ak+l is a D-path then 
follows as in the base case. 0 
Proposition 2.4. For any function dejnition D, 
b <D a * II.& 4 IbIb. 
Proof. (+). By Proposition 2.2, it is enough to show: 
b cD a =s- there is an x such that I[&(x) 21 b. 
This follows from Lemma 2.3. 
(+) Suppose [b]lD is the subtree of I[a]lD at (ni ,...,nk). Letxc = ()yXi+l =Xi(ni+l) 
and ai = I[a]D(xi). By Lemma 2.3, ao, . . . , ak iS a D-path from a to b. Hence b CD a. 
0 
At this point, it should be clear that I[a]n really is a representation of the intension 
of a in D. Each step in the process of determining the value of a in D corresponds 
to a node in [a]n. In each such step, the operation used to continue is either D or 0. 
This information is encoded in [a]D in the following sense: if x is a node in [ajo, 
then D is used to continue if x has exactly one child; if x has more than one child, 
then D is used; if x is a leaf, then x corresponds to an endpoint of a particular branch 
in the process. 
Let us return to the characterization of what it means for a to have a value in D, 
mentioned earlier. Namely, valD(a)l iff D is wellfounded in a and every <D-minimal 
b E $a) is a value. We shall now prove this statement. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let D be a function definition. Then the following statements are 
equivalent 
(1) D is wellfounded in a. 
(2) [Ta]n is jnite. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Suppose [la]n is infinite. Then, since fa]n is finitely branching, it 
follows from Kiinig’s lemma that there is an infinite branch in [aIn. By Lemma 2.3, 
this branch yields an infinitely descending <D-chain beginning in a. Thus D is not 
wellfounded in a. 
(2) + (1). Suppose D is not wellfounded in a. Then there is an infinitely descending 
<D-chain beginning in a. By Lemma 2.3, this gives rise to an infinite branch in [aJo. 
Thus [ano is infinite. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let D be a function dejnition and a a term such that o(a)> 1. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) vMa)J. 
(2) D(a) # 0, D is wellfounded in a and every <n-minimal b E D(a) is a value. 
Proof. (1) + (2). By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, (2) is equivalent to the following: (dom 
[ano > 1, I[ano is finite and, for every leaf x E dom[ajo, [a]&) is a value. That 
this follows from (1) is easily shown by induction on Definition 1.2. 
(2) + (1). Using the equivalent formulation of (2), given above, this follows by 
induction on IdomI[aljoI. 0 
Let D be a function definition and a a term. A branch x0,. . . ,x, in [aJJD is a right 
branch if n > 1, each xi is the rightmost node at depth i and [a]&) # 1. 
Lemma 2.7. Let D be a function definition and a a term. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) ao,..., a,, is a right-descending D-path beginning in a. 
(2) There is a right branch x0,. . . , x, in [a]n such that n > 1 and [a]&) = ai. 
Proof. (1) + (2). This is proved by induction over the length n of the given D-path 
ao,...,a,. 
In the base case, where n = 1, the only nontrivial case is when o(a) > 1, say 
a = F(a0,. . . , a,). Then the given D-path is a,F(vo,. . . , v,) where Vi N valo(ai). Let 
x0 = () and xi = (m + 1). Clearly x0,x1 satisfies (2). 
In the induction step, the argument is analogous, since the rightmost node at depth 
k + 1 is the rightmost child of the rightmost node at depth k. 
(2) + (1). This is proved by induction on the length n on the given branch xc,. . . ,x, 
in [aJo. 
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In the base case, n = 1. Again, the only nontrivial case is when O(U) > 1, say 
Q = F(ao,. . .) a,). Then [u]&i) equals the rightmost symbol in D(u). Since x0,x1 
is a right branch, [u]o(xi ) # 1. Thus [u]D(x~ ) = F(uo, . . . , u,) where Ui y val&ai). 
Since F( vg, . . . , u,) is the right descendant of u, the statement follows. 
When n > 1, then statement follows in a similar way from the induction hypo- 
thesis. 0 
Proposition 2.8. For any function dejinition D and any term a such that o(u)> 1, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) valD(u) II v. 
(2) There is a right brunch x0,. . . , X, in I[u]~ such that [aljo N u. 
Proof. (1) +- (2). If vale(u) N u then, by Proposition 1.7, there is a right-descending 
D-path from a to u. Hence, by Lemma 2.7, there is a right branch x0,. . .,x, in [alo 
such that [a]&,) = u. 
(2) * (1). If x0,..., x, is a right branch in [u]D such that I[u]o(x,) = v, then, by 
IS a right-descending D-path from a to v. Hence, 
Definition 2.9. Let < be the following relation on y( V, Z) U {T, I}-labeled trees: 
t <t’ iff dom t C dom t’ and, if t(x) N_ c # I, then t’(x) N_ c. 
It is clear that < is a partial order on F( V, C)U {T, I}-labeled trees. When proving 
t < t’, we will usually do this by induction on x E dom t. 
Proposition 2.10. Let D and D’ be function dejnitions such that D c D’. Then, for 
any term a, [ujjo G [unol. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on x E dom[a]o. Let t = [uJJD and t’ = [ano). 
Clearly t(( )) 2 t’(( )). 
Take x E dom t such that x = y(i). Then t(y) N b, for some term b which is not a 
value. By induction hypothesis, t’(y) N b. 
If o(b) = 1, then b E domD and t(x) 1~ D(b). Hence D’(b) 1 and D’(b) = D(b). 
Thus t’(x) 21 D’(b) 2: t(x). 
If o(b) > 1, say b = H(bl, . . . , b,), then, since x E dom t, x E dom t’. There are two 
cases to consider: 
(1) i < n. Then t(x) equals the ith component in D(b) and t’(x) equals the ith 
component in D’(b). But then t(x) = t’(x), since i <n. 
(2) i = n + 1. If t(x) = I then there is nothing to prove. So assume t(x) # 1. Then 
f(x) rv H(Vl ,. . . ,v,) where vi N valD(bi). Since D G D’, it follows from Proposition 
1.3 that vi zval~,(b~). Thus t’(x) ~H(vi,...,v~). 0 
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Proposition 2.11. Let D and D’ be function dejkitions. Zf a is a term such that 
[a]D < I[a]or, then Dla C D’la. 
Proof. Take b E dom D/a. If b = a then [aljo( N D(a). Since [alo < [anof, it 
follows that I[a]o,(( l}) N D(u). This implies that a E domD’\a and that D(a) = 
D’(u). If b # a, then b <D a. By Proposition 2.4, there is an x E domEanD such 
that [uJJ&) N b. Since b E dom D, [a]&( 1)) E D(b). But then, since I[aJo < I[u]oj, 
I[a]&-) N b and ~a]&( 1)) N D(b). Th is implies that b E domD’[a and that D(b) = 
D’(b). Cl 
Proposition 2.12. Let D be a function dejinition. Then, for any term u, [&la = 
mb. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, [a] D a < [&,, since Dlu G D. The reverse inequality is I 
proved by induction on x E domI[u]D, using Proposition 1.10. 0 
Proposition 2.13. Let D and D’ be function dejinitions. Zf a is u term such that 
VdD(U) 1 and [U]D < I[UgD( then [a]D = [aID/. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.11, Dju 5 D’lu. Since valD(a) j, it follows from Proposition 
1.12 that Dlu = D’la. But then [a]D = [anot by Proposition 2.12. 0 
3. Intensional equivalence 
We begin this section by introducing a relation between intensions, which will be 
studied intensively in the following sections. 
Definition 3.1. Let D and D’ be function definitions and a, b terms. The intension of 
a in D is equivalent to the intension of b in D’ if 
(1) doml[u]o = dom[bl)oj , 
(2) ibnD(X) = 1 - @nDdX) 2 1, 
(3) b]lD(X) = T ++ %fJnDw = T, 
(4) if [a]&) N c # T, I and [Ib]of(x) N d # T,I, then o(c) = o(d) and 
sort(c) = sort(d). 
This is denoted I[U]D E [b]D,. 
The motivation is as follows: Suppose ua]D 3 [b]D,. Then each step in the intension 
of a in D is a step in the intension of b in D’ and vice-versa. Also, for a particular 
step in these intensions, the operations used to continue corresponds in the following 
sense: D (B) is used in the intension of a iff D’ (D) is used in the intension of 6. It 
is also the case that each endpoint in the intensions, represented by the leaves in I[u]o 
and I[b]& are endpoints for the same reason in both the intensions of a and b. 
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As an example, let D be the definition of binary addition given in Section 1. Then 
[add( O]o = 
1 
I[add( )]I0 
add( ) 
Succ(add( 0,l )) 
/ \ 
add(O, 1) sl.lcc(l) 
1 I 
1 2 
If one grasps the definition of equivalent intensions, the following proposition comes 
as no surprise. 
Proposition 3.2. Let D and D’ be function dejnitions and a and b terms such that 
[aID E [b]D,. Then 
val&a) j w valol(b) j 
Proof. The statement is symmetric with respect to a and b. So let valD(a) 21 u. Then, 
by Proposition 2.8, there is a right branch x0,. . . ,xn in [aJJo such that laljo(xn) N v. 
Since [aID E [b]DJ, it follows that x0,. . . , xn is a right branch in [b]o such that 
I[b]D&) 2~ w, for some value W. Hence, by Proposition 2.8, valDl(b) N W. 0 
In the present context, a function definition may in fact define several functions. For 
instance, in the earlier example of binary addition we also defined the successor func- 
tion. In order to be able to single out a particular function that the function definition 
defines, we introduce the notion of a presentation: 
Definition 3.3. Let D be a function definition and F a function symbol of type (sr . . . s,, 
S,+I ). Then the pair (D, F) is a presentation. The extension of (D, F) is then the partial 
function f : V,, x . . . x Vs, ---) V,,, , given by 
f(B) N valo(F(E)). 
The extension of (D, F) is denoted by ext(D, F). 
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If (Ll, F) is a presentation whose extension equals some given partial function f, 
then (D, F) is said to be a presentation off. Thus, letting D be the definition in the ex- 
ample given at the beginning of Section 1, (D, add) is a presentation of binary addition. 
When considering a presentation (D, F), the intensions that are relevant are the 
intensions of the F-atoms. Thus the trees in the image of 1.1~ that are to be studied 
are the images of the F-atoms. We make the following definition: 
Definition 3.4. If (D,F) is a presentation then the set 
y(QF) = 1 UF(Ulo I u E X ) , 
where X is the argument space of F, is called the intensional graph of (D,F). 
Thus the intensional graph of a presentation (D, F) collects all the intensions that 
D assigns to the function named by F. We regard of the intensional graph as the 
intension of the presentation under consideration. 
Definition 3.5. Two presentations (D, F) and (D’, F’), where F and F’ are of the 
same type, are intensionally equivalent, denoted (D, F) z (D’, F’), if 
BF(QIlo = IIF’(UID~ 
for every E in the argument space of F. 
Let us illustrate this notion of intensional equivalence by the means of examples. 
First we look at equivalent intensions. 
Let DO and D1 be the function definitions induced by the HGK-systems 
I(x) = x 
and 
J(x) = 0, 
respectively. Then (Do,Z) z (Dl,J) since, for any n E N, KZ(n)]Do is 
l(n) 
and [J(n)nD, is 
J(n) 
0 
Let 02 and 03 be the function definitions induced by the HGK-systems 
L(0) = 0, 
L@(x)) = Q), 
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and 
K(O) = s(O), 
W(x)) = K(x), 
respectively. It is now easily shown, by induction on n E N, that [,C(n)]o, E [K(n)]03, 
for n E N. The base case obviously holds. In the induction step, [L(k + 1 )]o, E 
[K(k + 1 )]o, follows immediately from the induction hypothesis, since [L(k + 1 )]o, 
is 
L( k+l) 
and [K(k + l)]~, is 
K( k+l) 
Thus (D2,L) = (D3,K). 
Let (D, add) be the presentation of binary addition, where D is given in Section 1. 
Let 04 be the function definition induced by the HGK-system 
m Y) = 0, 
m(x), Y) = suc4m v)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
Then (Dd,P) is a presentation of 7~ : N2 + N, where rr(n,m) = n. It is then the case 
that (D,add) E (Dd,P). This is also proved by induction on the first argument. We 
shall not proceed along this line. Let us just point out that [add( 1,2)]0 E I[P( 1,2)Jo,, 
since [add( 1, 2)no is 
add( 1,2) 
I 
Succ(add(0,2)) 
/ \ 
add ( 0,2 ) Succ(2) 
I 
2 
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and IN 1, Ub, is 
P( 172 1 
I 
Succ(P(O,2)) 
/ \ 
P(O92) succ (0) 
I 
0 
I 
1 
In order to illustrate the use of intensional equivalence as a separator, consider (01, J) 
and (&,L). It is then clear that these presentations are not intensionally equivalent. 
This is natural, since in (&,L) recursion is used, whereas in (Dr,J) it is not. 
As a slightly more complicated example, let D5 be the function definition induced 
by the HGK-system 
ADD@, 0) = x, 
~W-V(Y)) = Succ(ADD(x, Y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
Then (Ds, ADD) is a presentation of binary addition. If this is compared to (D, add) the 
presentation of binary addition given earlier, it is clear that they are not intensionally 
equivalent. For instance, [add( 1, O)]O $ I[ADD( 1, O)]O, since [add( 1, O)]O is 
add( 1,O) 
I 
Succ(add( 0,O )) 
/ 
add (0,O ) \ 
I 
succ (0) 
0 I 
1 
and [ADD( 1, O)jjo, is 
Add( 1,O ) 
This is again natural, since in (D, add) the recursion is on the first argument, whereas 
in (Ds,ADD) it is on the second argument. 
Definition 3.6. Let (0, F) be a presentation where X is the argument space of F. If 
B E X, then the argument class of U in (D, F) is 
[E l(D,F) ={ 79 Ex I lIW)llD = o[F(%llD 1. 
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It is clear that the argument classes form a partition of the argument space of a given 
presentation (D, F). 
As an example, let us give the argument classes for the presentations (Da,]), (Di,J), 
(Dl,L), (Ds,K), (D,,P), (Ds,ADD) and (D,add), given earlier. 
(1) ~I(D,,I) = V for n E N. 
(2) [nl(~,,_f) = N for n E N. 
(3) [~I(D,,L) = {n), for n E N. 
(4) bl(&,K) = {n), foi n E N. 
(5) hml(D4,P) = {n} x NV for hm) E f@. 
(6) [n, ~I(D~,ADD) = N x {m}, for (n,m) E N2. 
Proposition 3.7. Let (D, F) and (D’, F’) be presentations which are intensionally 
equivalent. Then, for any ii in the argument space of F, 
[zl(D,F) = [vl(Dr,Ft). 
Proof. Take W E [E](D,J). Then [F(V)]0 E [F(W)]o. Since (D, F) E (D’, F’), it 
follows that [F@)]D E [F’(U)ll~l and [F(w)no E [F’(w)nn/. Thus [F’@)]DI E 
[F’(%)]D!, which implies E E [I$D~,F~). Hence [ ti](~,~) ~iY]~~~,x). The other inclusion 
follows by a symmetrical argument. 0 
This last proposition shows that having equal argument classes is a necessary condi- 
tion for two presentations to be intensionally equivalent. However, it is not sufficient, 
as the following example shows. 
Let 06 be the function definition induced by the HGK-system 
M(x) = T(x), 
T(x) = x. 
Then, [n](&,M) = N, for n E N. Hence (D&f) has the same argument classes as 
(Do,J). But (D6,M) and (Do,J) are not intensionally equivalent. 
The appropriate notion of time-complexity for a presentation is given as follows: 
Definition 3.8. If (D,F) is a presentation, then timecop) is the mapping from the 
argument space of F to cardinal numbers given by: 
timc(D+@) = 1 dom[F(8)lh& 
It is clear that (D, F) E (D’,F’) implies timecop) = time(Dlgl). 
There is a weak correspondence between the time-complexity of a presentation and 
its argument classes, as the following lemma and proposition shows. 
Lemma 3.9. Let D be a function definition. Let Xc N; be a jnite tree and let 
t(X) = { [a]D 1 a E Y( V, C) U {T, I} and dom[a]lD = X } . 
Then the set of equivalence classes of E in t(x) is Jinite. 
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Proof. This is proved by induction on 1x1. 
In the base case, 1x1 = 1. It then follows that [a]~ E t(X) iff a = I, a = T or 
o(a) < 1 and a 4 dom D. By the definition of equivalent intensions, we have 
ITaDo = I[bllD M o(u) = o(b) and sort(u) = sort(b) 
when a and b are terms. Hence the number of equivalence classes in t(X) is 2.[YI+, 
where 9 is the set of sorts. 
Assume 1x1 > 1. The root of X has a finite number of children, say k. This is 
equivalent to saying that (l), . . . , (k) are the only elements of X with length 1. There 
are two cases to consider, depending on whether k = 1 or k > 1. 
Suppose k = 1. It is then the case that [a]~ E t(X) implies a E dom D. Let X(t) 
be the subtree of X at (l), that is x E X(t) iff (1)x E X. Clearly [u]o E t(X) implies 
lD(u)]o E t(X(l)), since [uJD(( 1)) = D(u) and thus, by Proposition 2.2, the subtree of 
[ano at (1) is [D(u)]o. It is also clear that if a E dom D such that [D(u)]o E t(X(l)), 
then [u]o E t(X). We thus have 
[allo E t(X) + a E domDand[D(u)no E t(X(t,). (*) 
From this and the definition of equivalent intensions, it follows that 
uunD = ubb _ sort(u) = sort(b) and [D(u)]o s ED(b (**) 
for all [u]lo,[b]o E t(X). Since IXlt,l < 1x1, it follows from the induction hypothesis 
that set of equivalence classes in t(X(r) ) is finite. Let this number be m. By (*) and 
(**), it now follows that the cardinality of the set of equivalence classes in t(X) is 
bounded by m . 19’ and thus finite. 
Suppose k > 1. It then follows that [u]o E t(X) implies o(u) > 1. Also, the length 
of D(u) is k. Let XQ) be the subtree of X at (i) for i = 1,. . . ,k. If [u]o E t(X) 
and D(u) = (at , . . . , uk), then [ailjo E &Y(Q) for i = 1,. . . , k. It is also clear that if 
o(u) > 1, D(u) = (a, , . . . , uk) and [TuiJo E t(X(i) ), then [u]o E t(X). We thus get 
[aljo E t(X) ++ O(U) > l,D(a) = (~~,...,~~)and[u& E I). (*) 
By the definition of equivalent intensions, it follows that, for all I[a]o, [b]o E t(X), 
u4b = ubb W o(u) =o(b), sort(u) = sort(b) %a&, E [b&, (**) 
where @a) = (ut,...,~) and D(b) = (bl, . . . , bk). Let n = (XI. It then follows that 
o(u) Q n for I[&, E t(X). Since IXQ, I < n for i = 1, . . . , k, it follows from the induction 
hypothesis that the set of equivalence classes in t(zYti, ) is finite. For each i = 1,. . . , k, 
let this cardinality be mi. By (*) and (**), it follows that the cardinal@ of the set of 
equivalence classes in t(X) is bounded by n . IS@ . ml . . . mk and thus finite. 0 
Proposition 3.10. Let (D, F) be a presentation such that time(Q,V) is bounded. Then 
(D, F) has a jinite number of argument classes. 
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Proof. Since time(o,F) is bounded, there is a c E N such that 1 domlF(E)]DI <c for ev- 
ery F(V). Hence there are only finitely many finite trees X such that X = dom[F(E)DD 
for some F(V). The statement now follows from Lemma 3.9. q 
Hence, if a presentation has an infinite number of argument classes, then its time- 
complexity must be unbounded. 
4. The structure of function definitions 
Let us turn to the subject of investigating what the structure of a function definition 
is. Since we focus on intensionality, a proper notion of structure is to preserve this. 
We shall give such a notion in the usual algebraic way, namely by defining morphisms 
and thus give the category of Iimction definitions. As stated earlier, the intension of 
a term a in a function definition D is to be the process of determining the value 
of a in D and, as we have seen, D(a) U {a} together with <D is a representation 
of this process. Since this structure is given to us by D and 0, it is natural to re- 
quire that morphisms are to preserve D and D. This intuition is made precise in the 
following. 
The universe of a function definition D, denoted ‘??l(D), is the subset of F( V,.Z) 
given by: 
42(D) = U $a)~ {a}. 
aEdom D 
Thus a(D) consists of every term needed in order to determine the values of the atoms 
in domD. In order to express what it should mean for a morphism to preserve 0, we 
need a technical device: Given a mapping a : A + B, where A,BC F(V,C), let a* be 
the unique mapping from (A U {T, I})* to (B U {T, I})* given by: 
(1) a*(a) = a(a), if a E A. 
(2) a*(T) = T and a*(l) = 1. 
(3) a*((al,... ,a,)) = (a*(al),...,a*(a,)). 
Definition 4.1. A morphism from D to D’ is a sort-preserving mapping a : 42(D) -+ 
%!(D’) such that: 
(1) a(dom D) C dom D’. 
(2) a(D(a)) = D’(a(a)), for a E domD. 
(3) a*(D(a)) = D’(a(a)). 
If CL is a morphism from D to D’, we write a : D + D’. Thus, the category of function 
deJinitions has function definitions as objects and morphisms are given by the above. 
As usual, a morphism u : D + D’ is an isomorphism if there exists a fi : D’ -+ D such 
that c1 o /? = 10, and /? o a = 1~. This is denoted a : D 2 D’. 
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Proposition 4.2. Let a : D + D’ be a bijective morphism. Then the following state- 
ments equivalent: 
(1) a is an isomorphism. 
(2) a(domD) = domD’. 
Proof. (1) + (2) holds trivially. So assume (2). We show that a-l is a morphism. 
Clearly a-l is sort-preserving and a-‘(dam 0’) = dom D. It remains to show a-‘(D’ 
(a’)) = D(a-‘(a’)) for a’ E domD’ and (a-‘)*($(a’)) = 6(a-‘(a’)). 
Take a’ E dom D’. Then a’ = a(a) for some a E domD. Hence a-‘(D’(a’)) = a-l 
(D’(a(a))) = D(a) = D(a-‘(a’)). 
Take a’ E %(D’). Then a’ = a(a) for some a E a(D). Thus (a-‘)*(??(a’)) = (a-‘)* 
(E’(a(a))) = D(a) = E(a-‘(a’)). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let a morphism a : D -+ D’ be given. If F(al,. . . a,,) is a term then 
a(F(al,... a,)) = G(bl,...b,), 
where G E Z, bi = @(ai) if o(ai)> 1 and O(bi) = 0 ifo(ai) = 0. 
Proof. Since a is a morphism, 
a*(&F(al ,.. .a,))) = D’(a(F(al,... a,))). (*) 
The length of D(F(a I,...a,)) is n + 1. Then (*) yields that 
a(F(al,. . . a,>) = Wl,...bd, 
for some G E C and terms bl, . . . , b,. If o(ai) > 1, then ai is the ith component of 
D(F(ai , . . . a,,)). By (*), a(ai) is the ith component of D’(a(F(al,. . . a,))). Hence bi = 
a(& 1. 
If o(ai) = 0, then T is the ith component of @F(al, . . . a,)). By (*), T is the ith 
component of D’(a(F(al , . . . a,,))). Hence O(bi) = 0. q 
Proposition 4.4. Let a morphism a : D + D’ be given. Then 
o(a) = o(a(a)) fora E 4?(D). 
Proof. This is proved by a routine induction over o(a), using Lemma 4.3. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let a morphism a : D --+ D’ and a D-path ao, . . . , a,, be given. Then 
(1) a(ao),..., a(a,) is a D’-path, 
(2) if ao,. . . , a,, is right-descending, then so is a(ao), . . . , a(a,). 
Proof. (1) Take O<i<n - 1. If o(a(ai)) = 1, then o(ai) = 1. Since ao,...,a, is a 
D-path, ai E domD and ai+i = D(ai). Then a(ai) E domD’ and 
a(ai+i) = a(D(ai)) = D’(a(ai)). 
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If o(cc(ai)) > 1, then O(ai) > 1. Since aa ,..., CZ, is a D-path, ai+i E a(Ui). NOW, 
M*(D(ai)) = D’(U(ai)). Hence a(ai+i) E o’(a(ai)). This proves that LT(UO), . . . , ~(a,) is 
a D’-path. 
(2). By (l), we have that a(~),. .., ~(a,) is a D’-path. It remains to show that it 
is right-descending. Take 0 <i <n - 1 such that o(cr(ui)) > 1. Then O(ai) > 1. Since 
a~, . . . , a, is assumed to be right-descending, ai+iis the right descendant of ai, that is, 
l_ does not occw in E(ai) and ai+i is the rightmost term occurring in o(ai). Since 
a*(o(ai)) = o’(a(ai)), it follows that I does not occur in &a(ai)) and a(ai+i) is the 
rightmost term occurring in b’(a(ai)). Thus a(ai+i) is the right descendant of a(ai). 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let a morphism a : D + D’ be given. Zf b <D a then a(b) <Dl a(u). 
Proposition 4.7. Let a morphism a : D + D’ be given. Then, for every a E S(D), 
v&(u) 21 v + +Y(a(u)) z a(v). 
Proof. Since o(u) = o(a(u)), the statement clearly holds when a is a value. So assume 
o(u) 3 1. Then, by Proposition 1.7, there is a right-descending D-path from a to v. By 
Lemma 4.5, we thus get a right-descending D/-path from a(u) to a(v). Since a(v) is 
a value, by Proposition 4.4, we get +Y(a(u)) N a(v) by Proposition 1.7. 0 
Corollary 4.8. Let an isomorphism a : D 2 D’ be given. Then, for every a E a(D), 
valD(u) 2 v _ v&Y(a(u)) 2! a(v). 
Proposition 4.9. Let a, p : D + D’ and a E dom D. Zf a(u) = /?(a) then a(b) = j?(b) 
for every b E E(u). 
Proof. Since b E &a) implies that there is a D-path ua,. . . , a, from a to b, we prove 
the statement by induction on the length of this D-path. If n = 1, then b = D(u). Now 
a(b) = a(D(u)) = D’(a(u)) = D’@(u)) = b(D(u)) = B(b). 
Suppose n = k + 1. By the induction hypothesis, a(uk) = P(Q). If O(Q) = 1, 
then a(b) = P(b) follows as in the base case. If O(Q) > 1, then b E a(~,). Now 
a*(D(uk)) = D’(a(uk)) = D’@(Q)) = /?*(D(uk)). Hence a(b) = P(b). 0 
Corollary 4.10. Two morphisms a,/3 : D + D’ are equal @ they agree on dom D. 
Let us show how morphisms relate to the tree interpretation, given in Section 2. 
Proposition 4.11. Let a morphism a : D --+ D’ be given. Then, for every a E 42(D), 
a* o [u]D<[a(u)]D1. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on x E dOm[U]D. 
Clearly the statement holds for x = ( ). 
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Suppose x E domI[a]o and x = y(i). Then [a]~( y) N b for some term b which is 
not a value. By the induction hypothesis, [~(a)]ot(y) E a(b). 
If o(b) = 1, then [aJo E D(b) and hence CI* o [ano E a(D(b)). Since a(b) E 
domD’, [a(a)Jof(x) N D/(x(b)). But D’(a(b)) = cc(D(b)). 
If o(b) > 1, then [aJo equals the ith component of B(b). Also, it follows that x E 
dom[a(a)no, and [a(a)&,!(x) equals the ith component of D(a(b)). Since D’(cr(b)) = 
a*@(b)), it follows that CI* o [a]&)= [M(a)]&). 0 
Corollary 4.12. Zf CI : D ? D’ then, for every a E e(D), a* o [aID = [or(a)jlDI. 
If tl : D E D’, then it is clear that [ano E a* o [ano. Thus Corollary 4.12 shows 
that [u]D E [a(u) if a is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 4.13. Let D and D’ be function deJnitions and a and a’ terms such that 
[ujjo E [uqol. Let 
a’ = { mnm, u4bw I x E dodI4l~ ) 
and a = cr’l%(Dlu). Zf a is a bijective function, then c( : Dlu GS D’lu’. 
Proof. The assumption that a is a bijective function gives us that it is a sort-preserving 
bijection from &(Dlu) to SY(D’lu’). Also, since [aJo E domDlu or [&l(x) E 
dom D’lu’ iff x has exactly one child, it follows that a(dom Dlu) = dom D’lu’. We now 
show cr((Dlu)(b)) = (D’lu’)(a(b)) for b E dom Dia. 
Take b E domDlu. Then b <D a. By Proposition 2.2, there is an x E dom@& such 
that [u]lo(x) = b. Since b E domDlu, it follows that x(1) E dom[a]o and [an&x(l)) = 
D(b). But then a(b) = [u$!(x) and [u’]o/(x( 1)) = D’(a(b)) = a(D(b)). 
That a*(b(b)) = D’(a(b)) holds for b E %(Dlu) follows by an analogous argument. 
This shows that a is a bijective morphism from Dlu to D’lu’ which satisfies a(domD 
la) = domD’[u’. B y P roposition 4.2, it follows that it is an isomorphism. 0 
We now extend morphisms to presentations. 
Definition 4.14. If (D, F) and (D’,F’) are presentations such that F and F’ are of the 
same type, then a morphism from (D, F) to (D’, F’) is a morphism a : D -+ D’ which 
maps F-atoms in Q(D) to F/-atoms in %(D’). 
It follows that an isomorphism from (D, F) to (D’, F’) is an isomorphism u : D g D’ 
which maps F-atoms in 42(D) to F/-atoms in 42(D’) bijectively. 
As an example, consider (D, add) and (D5, ADD), which were discussed in Section 
3. Clearly %2(D) consists of all terms of the following forms: 
add(n, m), Succ(add(n, m)), Succ(n), n for n,m E N. 
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Similarly, %(Ds) consists of all terms of the following forms: 
ADD@, m), Succ(ADD(n, m)), Succ(n), n for n,m E N. 
Let c1 : 42(D) + %(Ds) be given as follows: 
a(u) = 
i 
mD(m, n ) if a = add(n,m), 
Succ(ADD(m, n)) if a = Succ(add(n, m)), 
Succ(n) if a = Succ(n), 
n ifa=nfN. 
It is clear that a is sort-preserving and bijective. It is also clear that a(dom D) = dom Ds 
and that a maps add-atoms to ADD-atoms bijectively. In order to show that a is an 
isomorphism from (D,add) to (Ds,ADD), it thus remains to show: 
a(D(a)) = Ds(a(a)) for a E domD, (*) 
a*@(u)) = D’(a(u)) for a E 42(D). (**) 
(*) Take a E dom D. Then a is of the form add(n,m) or Succ(n). 
If a = add(O,m), then D(u) = m, a(u) = ADD(m,O) and Ds(a(u)) = m. Since 
a(m) = m, it follows that a(D(u)) = Ds(a(u)). 
If a = add(n + l,m), then D(u) = Succ(add(n,m)), a(u) = ADD(m,n + 1) and 
Ds(a(u)) = Succ(ADD(m, n)). Since a(Succ(add(n, m))) = Succ(ADD(m, n)), it fol- 
lows that a(D(u)) = Ds(a(u)). 
Finally, if u = Succ(n), then D(u) = n + 1, a(u) = Succ(n) and Ds(a(u)) = n + 1. 
Since a(n + 1) = n + 1, it follows that a(D(u)) = Ds(a(a)). Thus (*) holds. 
(**) We only show the case when a = Succ(add(n,m)). If a = Succ(add(n,m)), 
then 
D(u) = (add(n, m), Succ(n + m)). 
Thus 
a*@(u)) = (ADD(m, n), Succ(n + m)) 
=i&(Succ(ADD(m,n))) = &(a(u)). 
If a is a morphism from (D, F) to (D’,F’), then a induces a partial mapping from the 
argument space of F to itself in the following way: If U is such that F(V) E +2(D) and 
a(F(5)) = F’(w), then the induced mapping maps B to W. Otherwise it is undefined. 
This induced mapping will also be denoted by a. 
Proposition 4.15. Let a be an isomorphism from (D, F) to (D’,F’). Then 
NF@)Ilo = lIF’(a(Q)ll~~ 
for every 5 in the argument space of F such that F(E) E e(D). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.12. 0 
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Proposition 4.16. Let CI be an isomorphism from (D, F) to (D’,F’). Then 
a ([“l(D,F)) = [@ml(D~FJ, 
for every V in the argument space of F such that F(E) E 3!(D). 
Proof. Take W E [ E](D,F). Then [F(W)jjo E [F(V)lo. By Proposition 4.15, [F(E)jjo z 
[F’(a(E))~o~ and [F(G)Jjn E [F’(a(i’G))jjDt. Thus [F’(c@))no, E [F’(a(G))jjo,, which 
implies U(W) E [ a(V)](o~~_/). The other inclusion is showed analogously. 0 
Let us discuss how the given notion of isomorphic presentations can be used to 
specify which properties of presentations are to be considered as intensional. It is 
tempting to stipulate that a property is intensional if it is preserved under isomorphisms. 
However, as the earlier example shows, neither equivalence of intensions nor argument 
classes satisfy this criteria. It is my belief, based on intuitive considerations, that these 
properties, i.e. having an intension equivalent to a given one and having argument 
classes equal to a fixed partition of the argument space, actually are intensional. This 
commitment leads to the conclusion that the notion of isomorphism is too weak. One 
suggestion to restrict it is the following: 
An isomorphism a from (D, F) to (D’, F’) is proper if cr(F(E)) = F’(3) for F(E) E 
a(D). 
It then follows from Propositions 4.15 and 4.16 that proper isomorphisms preserve 
equivalence of intensions and thus argument classes. Since presentations with equivalent 
intensions have equal time-complexity, proper isomorphisms also preserve this. In other 
words: if c1 is a proper isomorphism from (D, F) to (D’, F’), then (D, F) E (D’, F’), 
[ E](D,F) = [ ij](,rp~) and time(oF) = time(oJ+t). 
Let f be a type preserving bijection from C to 1. Then f induces a unique mapping 
a from terms to terms, by letting a(v) = v for every value u and 
W(ai, . . . , a,) = f (F)(a(al), . . ,4a,>). 
Such an CI is called a renaming. It is clearly sort-preserving and bijective. 
Definition 4.17. Given a function definition D and a renaming a, a_D is the function 
definition given by: 
(1) domaD = a(domD). 
(2) c&(a) = a(D(a-‘(a))). 
Lemma 4.18. Let a function dejinition D and a renaming a be given. Then 
vale(a) N val&a(a)). 
Proof. Induction over Definition 1.2. 0 
- 
Lemma 4.19. Let a function dejnition D and a renaming a be given. Then uD(a(a)) = 
a*(D(a)). 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.18. q 
To every renaming a we associate a functor A from the category of function defini- 
tions to itself by letting: 
(1) A(D) = aD. 
(2) If /I : D -+ D’, then A(B) = a/la-l. 
If a is a renaming and D a function definition, then an denotes the restriction of cx 
to ‘%(D). 
Proposition 4.20. Let a renaming a be given. Then aD is a natural isomorphism from 
D to aD. 
Proof. It is clear that @(CD) = a(%(D)). Hence a0 is a bijective mapping from 
e(D) to @(CD). Clearly, (1) of Definition 4.1 holds for ED. Suppose a E dom D. 
Then a(D(a)) = a(D(a-’ 0 a(a))) = aD(a(a)). - 
Suppose a E 92(D). Then aD(a(a)) = a*@(a)), by Lemma 4.19. Hence aD is a 
morphism. Since it is bijective and domaD = a(domD), it follows from Proposition 
4.2 that aD : D g aD for any function definition D. 
Let /I : D + D’. Then the following diagram commutes: 
Thus aD is natural. q 
III. Applications 
The underlying (but unfulfilled) ambition of this paper have been to answer the ques- 
tion when algorithms (in this case: when viewed as presentations) are equal from an 
intensional point of view. One suggestion of such an equality is given by Moschovakis 
[9]. Our view is that two presentations are to be considered as intensionally equal if 
they have the same intensional properties. However, in the present context, it is a sub- 
tle thing to give a complete answer to what an intensional property really is. For this 
reason, the applications that we shall give, are all examples of approaching this prob- 
lem from the opposite direction, namely by pointing out intensional differences instead 
of equalities. We shall consider three proper subsets of the set of all presentations, 
namely HGK-presentations, primitive recursive presentations and p-recursive present- 
ations, and show how these differ in terms of argument classes and extensional behavior 
over these. 
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5. Herbrand-Giidel-Kleene presentations 
In this section we shall study the set of HGK-presentations, i.e. presentations (D, F) 
where D is induced by a HGK-system. There will be only one sort, namely N. For this 
reason we will identify the arity of a function symbol (a&y(F)) with its length and ig- 
nore its sort (sort(F)). Thus types of function symbols will be given as natural numbers. 
Let us recall the definition of the set of numeral terms: this is defined inductively 
from a set of numeral variables X, 0 and the successor constructor s. Thus a numerical 
term 1 has the form sk(Q), where k 2 0 and 52 = 0 or Q E X. If B = 0, then t is a 
numeral. We will identify a numeral with its corresponding natural number. 
A substitution is a function cr from X to the set of numeral terms. Its action on a 
numeral term t is given by 
{ 
0 if t = 0, 
to = o(x) if t = x, 
s(t’o) if t = s(t’). 
A substitution is ground if its range is a subset of N. A substitution is invertible if it 
is bijective and its range consists only of variables. 
A pattern is a tuple (tl,..., t,) of numeral terms. Substitutions are extended to 
patterns by defining 
(h,..., tn)o = (tlo,. . . ) t&J). 
Every pattern (tl , . . . , t,) induces a subset of N”, namely 
{ZEN” IU=(t1,..., t, )o for some ground c}. 
Conversely, if A C N” is such that there exists a pattern (tl,. . . , tn) such that the ele- 
ments of A are precisely the ground instances of this pattern, then A is pattern induced. 
Let us recall from the introduction that a function f : A -+ N, where A c Nk, is 
Z-linear if it is constant or there exists 1 < i <k and c E Z such that f(Z) = ni + c. 
Definition 5.1. A presentation (D, F), where F is of type k, is pattern coherent in 
5 E N”, if there exists a finite partition (Ai)icl of [~](D,F) such that: 
(1) Each Ai is pattern induced. 
(2) The restriction of ext(D, F) with respect to each Ai is Z-linear. 
Each of the examples considered in Section 3 are pattern coherent in every argument. 
These are particularly simple, since each argument class is given by a single pattern. 
A more elaborated example is given by the following HGK-system: 
max(0, Y) = Y, 
max(s(x), 0) = s(x), 
max(+)&)) = Succ(max(x, Y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
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If we let D be the induced function definition, then (D,max) is a presentation of the 
supremum-function. It is then the case that the argument class of (n,m) is {(n’,m’) 
1 inf(n,m) = inf(n’,m’)}. Let inf(n,m) = k, AI = {(k + u, k) 1 v2 1 } and A2 = 
{ (k, k + u) 1 u 20 }. Clearly Al and A2 is a partition of the argument class of (n, m). 
Also, Al and A2 are the ground instances of (skf’(x),sk(0)) and (sk(0),sk(x)), respec- 
tively. Finally, on Al and AZ, ext(D,max) is equal to projection of the first and second 
argument, respectively. 
In what follows, we shall show that if (D, F) is a HGK-presentation, then (D, F) 
is pattern coherent in ?i if val&F(E)) 1. Before we proceed with the development 
of the technical machinery needed to prove this, let us give a simple example of a 
presentation which is not pattern coherent in any argument. Let F and G be distinct 
function symbols of type 1. Let D be the following function definition: 
if a = F(2n), 
if a = F(2n + 1 ), 
if a = G(O), 
otherwise. 
Consider the presentation (D, F). It is easy to see that 
ext(D, F)(m) = 
0 if m is even, 
1 if m is odd 
Also, 
[Ol(w)={m 1 m is even}, 
[ 1 ](D,F) = { m I m is odd } . 
Thus (D, F) has only two argument classes. If A C N such that A is pattern induced, 
then A is either singleton or of the form { n + c I n E N } for some c E N. In particular, 
A is either finite or cofinite. Since the property of being finite or cofinite is preserved 
under unions, it follows that if B C N is the disjoint union of a finite family of pattern 
induced sets, then B is finite or cofinite. Thus (D, F) is not pattern coherent in any 
n E N. 
A pattern (ti , . . . , t;) is an instance of the pattern (tl,. . . , t,,) if there is a substitution 
r~ such that 
(4 ). . .) t,)a = (ti,. . . , t;>. 
This is denoted (tl,. . . , t,)<(ti,. . . , t;). It is easy to see that this relation is a preorder 
on patterns, i.e. it is reflexive and transitive, but not anti-symmetric. 
Two patterns (tl,. ..,t,) and (ti ,..., t:) are consistent if they have a common in- 
stance: if there exists a pattern (tr,. . ., ti) such that (tl ,..., t,)<(tr ,..., t:) and 
(ti,..., t;)<(tI’,...,t;). 
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A least upper bound or suprema of (tl,. . . , t,,) and (t{, . . . , t:) is a pattern (t:, . . . , t:) 
such that: 
(1) (t1 ,..., t,)<(ty ,..., ti) and (t{ ,..., tA)<(tr ,..., ti). 
(2) If (t1 ,..., t,)<(ul,..., u,) and (ti ,..., tL)<(u, ,..., u,), then (ty ,..., tf)< 
(@I,.-.,%I). 
It is easy to see that if (tl,. . ., t,,) and (ti,. . ., t:) are consistent and cr is an invertible 
substitution, then (tl,. . ., t,)n and (ti,. . ., t;) are consistent. Also, if (tr,. . ., ti) is a 
suprema of (tl,. . ., t,) and (ti,. . . ,tA), then (tr,. . . , tf) is a suprema of (tl,. . . , &)a and 
<t;,...,t;>. 
Proposition 5.2. For any patterns (tl,. . . , t,,) and (ti,. . . , t;). the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) (Q,..., t,,) and (t{, . . . , t; ) are consistent. 
(2) There exists a suprema of (tl,. . . , t,,) and (ti,. . . , t;). 
Proof. (1) + (2): By the preceding remark, we may assume that (tl,. . ., t,) and 
(ti,.-9 t;) have no variables in common. The statement now follows from the fact 
that (1) implies that there exists a most general unifier (mgu) of the patterns involved, 
i.e. a substitution 8 such that 
(1) (t1, * ..) t,>e = (t{, . . . ,t;>e. 
(2) If (t1 ). . .) t,)c#J = (t;, . ..) tA)c$, then 4 = 00 for some substitution 0. 
We refer to the literature (see for instance [6]) concerning the details of mgu’s. 
(2) + (1): This is obvious. Cl 
Proposition 5.3. Let (tl,. . . , t,,) and (ti,. . . , t;) be patterns and A, B G IV” their corres- 
ponding sets of ground instances. 
(1) A n B # 0 i&f (tl,. . . , t,) and (ti,. . . , t;) are consistent. 
(2) ZfArlB # 0, then AnB is the set of ground instances of a suprema of (tl, . . . , t,,) 
and (ti ,...,t;>. 
Proof. (1). This is obvious. 
(2). Assume AnB # 0. Then, by (l), (tl,. . . , t,,) and (ti,. . . , t;) are consistent. Hence, 
by Proposition 5.2, there exists a suprema (ui ,..., u,) of (tl,.. ., t,) and (ti ,..., ti). 
Clearly A n B is the set of ground instances of (~1,. . . , u,). 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let A C N” and B C N”’ be pattern induced. Then 
C={i7~N”+~[(q ,... v,)~Aand(v,+l,..., vm)6B} 
is pattern induced. 
Proof. Let A and B be induced by the patterns (ti, . . . , tn) and (ti, . . . , m , t’ ) respectively. 
These patterns may be chosen such that they have no variables in common. It follows 
that the elements of C are precisely the ground instances of the pattern (tl,. . . , tn, 
t;,..., t;>. 0 
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Lemma 5.5. Let A c N” and B 2 W be pattern induced. For i = 1,. . . ,111, let fi : 
A --+ N be Z-linear. Then the set 
is either empty or pattern induced. 
Proof. Let A and B be the sets of ground instances of the patterns (tl,. . . , t,,) and 
(ti,..., * 3 t’ ) respectively. If C = 0, then there is nothing to prove. So assume C # 0. 
To each f; we assign a numeral term wi in the following way: 
(1) If f i(U) = C, then wi = s’(O). 
(2) If fi(V) = Uj + c for ~20, then wi = f(tj). 
(3) If fi(U) = Uj + c for c < 0, then tj = f(t”) for some t”. Let wi = t”. 
It is easy to see that if V E A, 5 = (tl,. . . , &)a, then (f 1(V), . . . , f,,,(E)) = (WI,. . , ~,,,)a. 
Thus D= {(fl(U),... , f m(B)) 1is E A } is the set of ground instances of (WI,. . . , w,). 
Since C # 0, it follows that B n D # 0. By Proposition 5.3(2), B n D is the set of 
ground instances of (ql,..., q,,,), where (ql,..., qnr) is a suprema of (ti ,..., th) and 
(WI,..., w,). Since (wi, . . . , wm) d(ql, . . . , q,,,), there exists a substitution 6 such that 
(WI,..., %X)6 = (41,..., qm). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 6(x) = x 
for any x not occurring in (wi ,..., w,). Let (ui ,..., u,) = (tl,..., t,)6. We claim that 
C is the set of ground instances of (~1,. . . , u,). It thus remains to show 
VEC u rii=(u,,... ,u,)c for some ground substitution cr. 
(+) Assume V = (ui ,..., u,)cr. Then 5 = (tl,. . .,tn)60. Thus U E A. Also (j-i(B),. . ., 
f&U)) = (WI,. .,w,)&. But (WI,. . .,~,)a = (41,. . .,qm) and (ql,... ,qm) is an in- 
stance of (t{ , . . . , tk). Hence (f,(V),..., f ,,@)) is a ground instance of (ti , . . . , tk), which 
implies (fl@),..., f,,,(u)) E B. Thus 5 E C. 
(+) Assume V E C. Then E = (tl,..., t,)o for some ground substitution 0. Also 
(fl@),..., f&E)) is a ground instance of (t’ 1 ,..., t;). Since (f,(U) ,..., f&O)) = 
(WI,..., w,)o, it follows that (f I(U),. . ., f,@)) is a ground instance of (41,. . .,q,,,). 
Thus (f I(@, . . . , f m(Q) = (WI,. . , wm)dp for some substitution p. We get 
(Wl,..., W& = (w,, . . . , w,)6p. (*) 
Let X and Y be the variables occurring in (tl,. . . , t,) and (WI,. . . , wm), respectively. 
Let 8 be the following substitution: 
o(x) ifxEX-Y, 
0(x) = p(x) if x E Y, 
X otherwise. 
We claim that E = (ui,. . . ,un)8. Since 5 = (tl,. . . , &)a and (~1,. . . ,u,) = (tl,. . ., t,)6, 
we thus have to prove 
tiO=tiSe for i= l,...,m. 
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Take ti. If ti is a numeral, then the equality holds trivially. So assume ti = sk(x). If 
x E X - Y, then ti60 = t# = lie, since we have assumed that 6(x) =x for x 6 Y. If 
x E Y, then there is a wj such that x occurs in Wj. By (*), wja = Wj6p. This implies 
that X(T = xdp, which yields tia = ti68. 0 
The next step is to generalize the notion of argument class to arbitrary terms. Let a 
be a term. If there occurs exactly k values in a, then a is of arity k. If a is a term of 
arity k and (ut,..., uk) E Nk, then u(ui ,...,uk) denotes the term obtained from u by 
replacing the ith value occurrence in a, counted from left to right, with vi. 
Definition 5.6. Let D be a function definition and a a term of arity k. Then 
[Vl(D,o) ={ w E Nk I [amlID = [4WllD } 
and ext(D,a) is the partial function from Nk to N given by: 
ext(D, a)(%) N valo(u(iV). 
It is clear that our earlier definition of argument class is a special case of the above, 
in the sense that [V](D,F) = [U]CoPF(i;jj. 
It is also clear that the definition of pattern coherence makes sense for this general- 
ized notion of argument class. 
Theorem 5.7. Let D be u HGK-dejnition. Zf u is a term of urity n and V E N” such 
that valo(u(E)) 1, then a is pattern coherent in 5. 
Proof. Since val&u@)) 1 implies that [u(E)] D is finite, we can prove the statement 
by induction on ]dom[u(E)J~ 1. 
In the base, Idom[a(8)ljoI = 1. This implies that u(E) is a value. But then a is a 
value. This yields that [ E]pa) = N and that ext(D,u) is the identity function. Hence 
a is pattern coherent in 5. 
Assume /dom[[a(u)&,j > 1. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether 
o(u) = 1 or o(u) > 1. 
Suppose o(u) = 1. Then u(E) is an atom, say F(5) for some function symbol F. Since 
valD(F(E)) J, F(5) E dom D. D is HGK-definition. Hence, there is a HGK-system E 
such that D is induced by E. Fix such a system E. We introduce the following relation 
on C~J](D,F): 
W N 7 iff F(w) and F(r) are instances of the left hand side of the same equation 
in E. 
It then follows from the definition of HGK-systems that: 
(1) - is an equivalence relation. 
(2) The number of equivalence classes is finite. 
(3) To each equivalence class there corresponds a unique equation in E. 
In order to prove that F(v) is pattern coherent in 5, it is therefore enough to show that 
for each equivalence class A, there exists a finite partition (Ai)iE~ such that each Ai is 
pattern induced and the restriction of ext(D, F) with respect to Ai is Z-linear. 
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So consider such an equivalence class A. Let the equation in E that corresponds to 
A be 
F(h). . . > t,) = b(&...,&), 
where b is a term and (ti,..., tk) are the numeral terms occurring in b, ordered from 
left to right. 
Let r be the set of ground instances of (tl, . . . , t,). For each 1 Q i < m, let fi : r + N 
be defined as follows: 
If w = (t1,..., t,)a for some substitution 0, then fi(iV) = tie. 
It is clear that each fi is welldefined and Z-linear. Let iz = (tl, . . . , t,)o and U = 
(t;,.? tk)c for some particular ground substitution (T. Then 
A={w~rI(fl(~),...,f,(w))~[ul(~,bo)). 
Since valD(F(U))l and r E [ E]QJ), it follows from Proposition 3.2 that valo(F(r)) 1. 
Hence, since D(F(r)) = ba, valD(bo) 1. Moreover, ]dom[ba&,] < Idom[F(r)&,]. 
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, bo is pattern coherent in i& i.e. there exists a finite 
partition (dj)iE~ of [ E](D,J,,,), such that each Aj is pattern induced and the restriction 
of ext(D, ba) to Aj is Z-linear. Take such a partition (Aj)jcJ. For each j E J, let 
Clearly (Aj)jEJ is a finite partition of A, since (Ai)jeJ is a finite partition of [U](D,boj. 
By Lemma 5.5, each nonempty Aj is pattern induced. Let ext(D, ba) = g and 
ext(D, F) = f. Then 
f(F)=g(fl(W),...,fm(W)) for ZEAL. 
This implies that f restricted to a nonempty Aj is Z-linear, since each fi is Z-linear, 
g is likewise on Aj and Z-linear functions are closed under composition. This proves 
the induction step when o(a) = 1. 
Let us continue with the case when o(a) > 1. Then a = F(ai, . . . ,ak). Let n be the 
arityofaandnibethearityofaifori=l,...,k.Clearlyn=nl+...+nk.Foreach 
1 <i<k, let Zi : N” + N”~ be given by 
where mo =0 and mi =ni +...+ni for l<i<k. 
Take U E N” such that val&u(E)) J. First, we observe that 
0) = F(Q(W@)), * ’ *,4%(Q)). 
Second, since valo(u(i?))J, it follows that valo(ai(ni(E))) Y Ui and valo(F(Z)) 4. Also, 
]domBai(7ti(E))~~] < ]dom[u(E)&,] for i = I , . . . , k and (dom[F(ii)jD) < jdomI[a(v)lhI. 
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, ai is pattern coherent in xi(E) for i = 1,. . . , k and 
F(Z) is likewise in E. In other words, for each i = 1 ,. ..,k, we have a finite partition 
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<d$)jEJ, of [ ?‘c$~](D,~~) and a finite partition (OI)I~L of [Z](QF) which satisfies the 
conditions for pattern coherence. 
Let r c N” be given by the following: 
W E r _ xi(W) E [ Xi(U) ](D,~,) for each 1 < i <k. 
Let ext(4 ai) = gi for i = 1,. . . , k. We get 
Pl(D,a) = {we r I (sl(~l(w)),...,gk(~~nk(w))) E P-d(D,F)). 
Let R = Jt x ’ . . x Jk. For each 7 E R, let lu, C N” be defined as follows: 
iT E ‘Z’i _ Xi(W) E At, for 1 
In words, is ‘product’ the (A;)iE~. ( is 
finite of It from 5.4 each is induced. 
each E and E let 
= E 1 . . gk(nk@))> 01 . 
then that is finite of It remains show 
each Cy,r pattern and ext(Qa) Z-linear CF,[. 
fix E and E Since gi Z-linear ALi, follows gi Xi 
Z-linear Yf. by 5.5, is induced. ext(D, = 
Since is on and 
= . . . , gk(~k@))h 
it follows that ext(D,a) is Z-linear on CT,~. 0 
Corollary 5.8. Let (D, F) be a HGK-presentation of f. Zf V E dom f, then (0, F) 
is pattern coherent in 5. 
6. Schemata 
A common way of giving a set of functions is the following: A set X of functions 
(usually referred to as base functions) and a set Y of functionals are given The sought 
set is then obtained by closing X under the functionals in Y. In terms of equational 
definitions, there is a corresponding construction using base functions and schemata. A
schema is intuitively an equational definition where the occurring function symbols are 
thought of as variables. In a schema there are usually some function symbols which 
are not defined. Definitions for the functions which these symbols stand for have to be 
given in advance if the schema is to yield a function. When forming the cIosure, one 
picks definitions already in the closure of appropriate types and then appends to these 
equations an appropriate instance of the schema. In this section, we will formalize this 
in the theory of function definitions. 
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Let A be a nonempty, countable set. An enumeration of A is a bijection f, whose 
domain is either an interval [O,n] c N or N and whose range is A. The empty function 
is an enumeration of 0. We will often denote the range of an enumeration f by f 
itself. 
Definition 6.1. A preschema is a triple (DO; f; g), where 
(1) DO is a function definition. 
(2) f is an enumeration of E(domDo). 
(3) g is an enumeration of C(%(&)) - C(domDs). 
f (0) is the principal function symbol. f(i), for i 2 1, are the auxiliary function 
symbols. g is an enumeration of the given function symbols. 
As an example, consider DO, induced by the following HGK-system: 
F(x) = G(H(x)). 
Then (DO; F; H, G) is a preschema, where F is the principal function symbol and H, 
G are the given function symbols. 
Two pre-schemas (D; f; g) and (D’; f ‘; g’) are congruent if there exists a renaming 
a such that: 
(1) aLI=D’. 
(2) af = f’ and ag = g’. 
Congruence is clearly an equivalence relation on preschemas. 
Definition 6.2. A schema is a congruence-class of preschemas. 
The elements of a schema S will be referred to as instances of S. 
Let (DO; f; g) be a preschema. A (DO; f; g)-presentation is then a presentation 
(D, F) such that: 
(1) D=DoUD’where Z(@(D’))fIf =@I. 
(2) F = f(0). 
This means that Do(a) 21 D(a) for every f-atom a. Also, for every a E dom D which 
is not an f-atom, a E dom D’. Thus a (DO; f; g)-presentation is a presentation where 
the definitions of the f-atoms are not changed or extended and where definitions of the 
g-atoms might have been added. It follows from (1) that, for any g-atom a, I[aJjn = 
I[allbj . 
If S is a schema, then an S-presentation is a presentation (D, F) which is a (DO; f; g)- 
presentation for some (DO; f; g) E S. 
A (DO; f; g)-presentation is g-contracted if it is contracted with respect to the set 
of g-atoms. 
Proposition 6.3. Let (D, F) and (D’,F) be (DO; f; g)-presentations such that 
ext(D, g(i)) G ext(D’, g(i)) for i E dom g. Then ext(D,F) C ext(D’, F). 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.14, we may assume that D and D’ are g-contracted. By Lemma 
1.9, we may assume that D and Df is the union of D/F(E) and D’(F(U) for F(E) E 
dom DO, respectively. 
Take a E dom D. If a E dom Do, then a E dom D’ and D(u) = D’(a). If a 6 dom Do, 
then, by the above assumptions, a is a g-atom. But then a E domD’ and D(u) = D’(u), 
since ext(D, g(i)) C ext(D’, g(i)). Thus D C D’. By Proposition 1.3, valD C vale,. This 
implies ext(D, F) C ext(D’, F). 0 
Proposition 6.4. Let (DO; f; g) be a preschemu and CI a renaming, Suppose (0, F) is 
a (DO; f; g)-presentation and (D’, F’) an (aDo; ctf; ag)-presentation such that ext(D, g 
(i)) = ext(D’,ag(i)) for i E domg. Then ext(D, F) = ext(D’, F’). 
Proof. Consider (ED, a(F)). Clearly, this is an (do; af; ag)-presentation. By Lemma 
4.18, ext(D,F) = ext(crD, cc(F)) and ext(D,g(i)) = ext(aD, a(g(i))) for i E domg. 
Thus, by assumption, ext(D’, g(i)) = ext(KD, a(g(i))). Hence ext(D, F) = ext(crD, 
a(F)) = ext(D’, F’), where the last equality follows from Proposition 4.3. 0 
Let S be a schema and (DO; f; g) an instance of S. Suppose hi, i E domg, are 
partial functions such that the type of g(i) corresponds to the type of hi. Then there 
exists a (DO; f; g)-presentation (D, F) such that ext(D, g(i)) = hi. It now follows from 
Proposition 6.4 that ext(D, F) does not depend on the particular instance of S chosen, 
nor does it depend on the particular presentations of the functions hi. Thus every 
schema S induces a functional, whose domain and range are given by the types of 
g and f(O), respectively, for any (DO; f; g) E S. This functional is monotone by the 
above propositions. It is also compact. Also, if the schema is induced by an HGK- 
system, then the resulting functional is recursive [4, p. 3261. 
We shall now look at the intension of a presentation which is given by a schema. 
First, a little technicality. 
Suppose t is a labeled tree and A C dom t is an antichain (which means that all the 
elements in A are pairwise incomparable). Then the residue oft with respect to A is 
the labeled tree u given by 
u(x) = 1 
if n > y, for some y E A, 
t(x) otherwise. 
Hence u is the largest tree contained in t, which is such that the elements of A are 
leaves in it. 
Let (D, F) be a (Do; f; g)-presentation. Take [F(V)]L, E 9(D, F). If x E dom[F(iQjo 
is such that [F(V)J&) is a g-atom, then x is a g-node. A g-node in [F(V)]0 is prin- 
cipal if it is a minimal g-node. The set of all principal g-nodes in [F(V)]0 is denoted 
by pr([F(v)nD). The image of pr(IIF(v)JD) under [F(E)]0 is then the set of princi- 
pal g-atoms in [F(V)&,. The residue of [F(3)jjo with respect to pr([F(B)Bo) is the 
schematic part of [F(E)JD. 
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The intuition behind these definitions is as follows: Suppose (D, F) is a (Do; f; g)- 
presentation, that is, D = DO U D’ where C(%(D’)) f’ f = 8 and F = f (0). Then the 
intension of F(5), represented by [F(V)]o, is given both by DO and D’. A principal 
g-node in [F(V)jc represents a point of the intension where we leave DO and continue 
in D’. The corresponding principal g-atom is then the actual term in domD’ whose 
value we are to determine at this point. 
As an example, take (DO; F; H, G) which was given earlier. Let D’ be given by the 
HGK-system 
H(x) = G(x), 
G(x) = 0. 
Let D = DO U D’ and consider the presentation (D, F). Then [F( l)Jc is 
WW)) 
/ \ 
Then pr([F(l)]D) = { (1,1),(1,2)}. The principal H, G-atoms in ([F(l)]D are H(1) 
and G(0). The schematic part of [F( l)]~ is 
F(1) 
I 
G(W)) 
/ \ 
H(1) ‘30) 
Note that, if (D, F) is a (DO; f; g)-presentation which is g-contracted, then x E pr 
([F(U)]0) * [F(V)]o(x) is a g-atom. 
Given a schema S and an S-presentation (D, F), i.e. a (DO; f; g)-presentation for 
some instance of S, we shall now show that the schematic part and thus the principal 
g-nodes in fF(E)]o really depends only on E and ext(D,g(i)) for i E domg. 
Proposition 6.5. Let (D, F) be a (DO; f; g)-presentation and let D’ be the g-contrac- 
tion of D. Then, for any F-atom a, the schematic parts of [aID and [aJot are equal. 
Proof. Let t and t’ be the schematic parts of [& and [a]cl. We prove t(x) E t’(x) by 
induction on x. 
Clearly t( ( ) ) N t’( ( ) ). 
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Take x E NS_ such that x = y(i). Suppose t(x) 1. Then t(v) = b for some term b 
which is neither a value nor a g-atom. By induction hypothesis, t’(y) = b. If o(b) = 1, 
then t(x) = D(b) and t’(x) = D’(b). But D(b) = D’(b), since b must be an f-atom 
and thus b E dom DO. 
If o(b) > 1 then t(x) and t’(x) are the ith components of D(b) and n(b), respec- 
tively. Then n(b) = B(b) by Proposition 1.14, which implies t(x) fi t’(x) 
That t’(x)1 implies t(x) N t’(x) follows by a symmetrical argument. q 
It is immediate that pr( [aJo> = pr( [a]Df ). As a corollary, we get that if (D, F) and 
(D’,F) are (DO; f; g)-presentations such that ext(D,g(i)) = ext(D’,g(i)) for i E domg, 
then for any F-atom a, the schematic parts of [a]~ and ~U]LY are equal. 
Proposition 6.6. Let (DO; f; g) be a preschemu and a a renaming. Suppose (D, F) is 
a (DO; f; g)-presentation and (D’, F’) un (oD0; crf; erg)-presentation such that ext(D,g 
(i)) = ext(D’,ag(i)) for i E domg. For any V, if t and t’ are the schematic parts of 
[F(E)nD and [F’(3)]0,, respectively, then a* o t = t’. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.5, we may assume that D is g-contracted and that D’ is ag- 
contracted. By Proposition 2.12, we may assume that D is the union of DIF(E) for 
F(P) E dom Do and that D’ is the union of D/IF’(E) for F’(U) E dom C&O. Under these 
assumptions, we show aD = D’. 
From the assumptions, it follows that D = Do U D, where domDi consists only of 
g-atoms. Similarly, D’ = aD0 U 02 where dom D2 consists only of ag-atoms. Since D 
is g-contracted, D’ is ag-contracted and ext(D, g(i)) = ext(D’, as(i)) for i E dom g, it 
follows that LYD~ = Dz. Thus ND = D’. 
By Corollary 4.12 and Proposition 4.20, it now follows that a*o[F(B)]o = [F'(V)]or . 
This implies that a* o t = t’. 0 
Again, it is immediate that pr(IIF(v)Jo) = pr([IF’(v)jDI). 
Proposition 6.7. Let (D, F) and (D’, F) be (DO; f; g)-presentations. Let A be the set 
of principal g-atoms in [F(B)]0 and let t, t’ be the schematic parts of [F(q]D. 
[F(B)]D! respectively. If
v&(u)] * valD(u) N valD!(u) for a E A 
then t < t’. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.5, we may assume that D and D’ are g-contracted. Then the 
assumptions yield that DlF(i7) C D’. Thus, by Proposition 1.11, DIF(B) & D’JF(E). It 
then follows from Propositions 2.10 and 2.12 that 
Since D and D’ are g-contracted, t < t’ follows. 0 
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If we let (D, F) and (D’,F) be as in the previous proposition with the added assump- 
tion that they are g-contracted, then the conclusion about the schematic parts clearly 
implies that [F(V)10 < [F(V)]O~. 
Proposition 6.8. Let (D, F) and (D’, F) be (Do; f; g)-presentations. Let A be the set 
of principal g-atoms in [F(V)]o. Zf valD(a) N valDl(a) for a E A, then the schematic 
parts of I[F(E)jo and [F@)&Y are equal. Furthermore, val&F(E)) 2: valDl(F(i?)). 
Proof. By Proposition 6.5, we may assume that D and D’ are g-contracted. Under this 
assumption, it is enough to prove 
DIF(i7) = D’(F(v). 
since then [F(V)]0 = [F(V)]or. This, together with the assumption that D and D’ are 
g-contracted, implies the conclusions. 
Since DJF@) G D’, it follows from Proposition 1.11 that DIF(E) C D’IF(E). Assume 
DIF(E) c D’IF(B). Then there are terms b such that b cp F(E) but b yt~ F(B). More- 
over, such a b may be chosen such that there is a D/-path ao, . . . , a,, Corn F(5) to b such 
that a,_ 1 -CD F(V). Take such a b and let c denote the corresponding a,_l. Suppose 
o(c) = 1. Then c E dom D’ and b = D’(c). We show that this implies that c E dom D 
and D(c) = b, yielding b <D F(U). Since D and D’ are g-contracted, c is either an 
f-atom or a g-atom. If c is an f-atom, then c E dom DO, since c E domD’. Thus 
c E domD and D(c) = b. If c is a g-atom, then c E A. Then b = D’(b) = valD,(c). 
Hence, by assumption, c E domD and D(c) = b. We are thus led to the conclusion 
that o(c) > 1, say c = G(q ,..., c,). Then b = G(wl,..., IV,) where wi N valo,(ci), 
and valo(ci) 1 for some i = 1,. . . , m, since otherwise b <D F(E). 
We have thus shown that there is a term do such that do <D F(E), do <it 
F(E), valD(do) 1 and valDl(do) J (namely the ci for which valD(cj) 1). Also, since 
DIF(6) 2 D’IF(E), it follows that Dldo G D’ldo. Since valD(do) 1, o(do)> 1. We shall 
now show that &do) # 0. This clearly holds if o(do) > 1. So suppose o(do) = 1. 
Then do cannot be a g-atom, since that would imply do E A and thus valD,(do) 1. 
Hence do is an f-atom. Since valDf(do) 1, it follows that do E dom D’. But, since do 
is an f-atom, this yields do E dom DO which implies do E dom D. Hence &do) # 0. 
By Proposition 1.8, there is a term dl such that dl -CD do and valD(dl) 1. Since 
dl -CD’ do and v&Y(do)J, it follows that valD/(dl)l. We can thus repeat this process 
ad infinitum. By Proposition 2.4, this shows that Ed& is infinite. Since Did0 C D’ldo, 
we have I[d& < I[d&l. This is absurd, since valDl (do) 1 implies that [d& is finite. 
Hence D(F(@ = D’IF(V). 0 
A preschema (DO; f; g) is basic if g = 0, dom f = (0) and Do(a) is a value, for 
every a E domDo. Being basic is clearly preserved under congruence. Hence we can 
speak of basic schemas. 
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Definition 6.9. Let @ be a collection of schemas. The closure of @, denoted cl[@], is 
then the smallest set of presentations such that: 
(1) S C cl[@] for every basic S E @. 
(2) If (DO; f; g) E S E @ and (Di, g(i)) E cl[@] for i E domg are such that the 
definitions Di have no function symbols in common and (D, f (0)) is a (DO; f; g)- 
presentation, where D = U Di, then (D, f (0)) E cl[@]. 
Definition 6.10. A schema S is regular if, for every S-presentation (D, F), 
UV)ll = lF’(W + p4IW)ll) = pNF’(Wll) for lF’(Ul, FWII E JTD, F). 
Suppose S is a regular schema and (D, F) an S-presentation. Let 
mm ima E v, n 
with schematic parts t, t’ respectively. Then 
[F(v)n E [r;(w)] M pr([F(a)JJ) = pr([F(w)J), t E t’ 
and 
I[zqu)jX E [iqw)jjX for everyx E pr([F(v)n). 
When forming the closure of regular schemata, a fruitful situation arises. The regul- 
arity of the schemas combined with the inductive structure of the closure makes it 
possible in principle to use induction efficiently in order to prove properties of the 
argument classes of the presentations in the closure. This will be heavily exploited in 
the following sections. 
7. Primitive recursive presentations 
In this and the following section, we will look at two closures, well-known in the 
literature. They are the primitive recursive presentations and the p-recursive present- 
ations. 
As in Section 5, there will be only one sort, namely N. For this reason we will 
identify the arity of a function symbol (arity(F)) with its length and ignore its sort 
(sort(F)). Thus types of function symbols will be given as natural numbers. 
The primitive recursive functions form a subset of the partial recursive functions. 
They are given by the following inductive definition: 
(1) Ok(E) = 0, Succ(n) = n + 1 and rci(?i) = ni are all primitive recursive. 
(2) If 91,. . .,gk : IV” --f N and gk+i : Nk + N are primitive recursive, then 
f : Nm + N, given by 
0% = gk+l(gl(W,-. .,&cm), 
is primitive recursive. 
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(3) If g : Nm -+ N and h : Nmf2 --+ N are primitive recursive, then f : Nm+' -+ N, 
given by 
f (0, n> = sm, 
f(n+ LE)=Nfh3,n,E), 
is primitive recursive. 
We now define the corresponding set of presentations. 
Definition 7.1. Let F, GI, . . . , Gk E Z be of type m and Gk+r E C be of type k. Then 
Compr is the schema generated by the preschema (D; F; GI, . . . , Gk+l ), where D is 
given by the following HGK-system: 
F(f)= Gk+l(Gl(X),...,Gk(~)). 
Suppose (D, F) is a Compr-presentation. Take any E E IV. Then: 
(1) [F(V)]cl,i) = [Gi(V)], for l<i<k. 
(2) If val(G@)) cv wi for i<k, then I[F(U)](~,~+I) = [Gk+l(W)]. 
We thus get: 
(1) If val(G&?))J for i<k, then pr(I[F(E)lJ)= {(l,l),...,(l,k+ 1)). 
(2) If val(G&Q) 1 for some i<k, then pr(I[F(v)n) = {(l,l),...,(l,k)}. 
Suppose [F(V)] E [F(W)j. By the above and Proposition 3.2 it follows that 
pr([F(v)j) = pr(I[F(w)]). Hence, Compr is regular. 
Definition 7.2. Let F, G, H E C be of types m + 1, m, m + 2 respectively. Then Rec,+t 
is the schema generated by the preschema (D; F; G, H), where D is given by the 
following HGK-system: 
F(O, 7) = G(y), 
W(x), 7) = fW(x, 3, x, 7). 
Suppose (D, F) is a Rec,+i-presentation. Then, for any U E N”, we have the following: 
(1) vv~~)n(1) = IIw%l. 
(2) IF'@ +wn(l,l) = ~H%fNl. 
(3) If valo(F(n,Q) N w, then I[F(n + l,E)IJ(,,m+J) = [H(w,n,i?)JJ. 
This yields 
(1) pr(lIF(OJ)ll) = UN. 
(2) If val(F(n,E)) J, then 
pr(UF(n + I,Ul) = {(l,m + 3)) u {(1,1)4x E pr(EF(n,~)B)). 
(3) If valo(F(n,@) 1, then 
prW’(~ + LW) = {(l,l)xlx E NIF(~,~)B)~. 
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Proposition 7.3. Let (D, F) be a Rec,+l-presentation. Then 
I[F(n,E)] = rF(m,i?)] =S n = M, for any (n,i?),(m,%) E Nm+‘. 
Proof. If n,m # 0 then clearly 
[F(n,V)] = [F(m,K)J =+ [F(n - 1,E)lj = [F(m - l,Z)J. (*) 
So assume n # m. For reasons of symmetry, we can further assume that m = n + j, 
for some j > 1. By iterating (*), we get 
w-4al = I[w,wl 
But, 
and 
I[F(j,F)]((l)) N H(F(j - l,i?),j - 1,W). 
Hence, I[F(O,Vll $ IIFO’, WII, since o(G(E)) = 1 # 2 = o(H(F(j - l,iQ,j - 1,s)). 
0 
Suppose (D, F) is a Rec,+r-presentation. It then follows that 
[F(n, VI0 = I[F(m, Wllo * pr(W(n, a&) = pr(V’(m, WIID), 
by induction on n, using Proposition 3.2 and the above. Hence Recm+i is regular. 
Let PRD denote the collection of Compr, Rec,+i and the basic schemata for the 
base functions, that is, the zero functions, the successor function and the projections. 
The primitive recursive presentations are then the closure of PRD. 
Proposition 7.4. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. 
(1) If (D, F) is basic, then [F(3)] E IIF(iV)], for any i&i?. 
(2) If (D, F) is a Compp-presentation, then [F(V)] s [F(z)] e [G&j)] = 
[G@)nforl <i<k, and [Gk+i(val(Gr(Q), . . . , val(G,&)))B = EGk+i(val(Gl(%), . . . , 
WGdWH.l. 
(3) Zf (D, F) is a Rec,+l-presentation, then lF(O,V)J s lF(O,??)J W [G(B)] = 
UG(F)‘)D. and [F(n + l,Ti)] 3 UF(n + l,S)] * I[F(n,U)J f IIFhWlJ and 
[H(val(F(n, I?)), n, B)] = I[H(val(F(n, W)), n, ti;)]. 
Proof. ‘l‘his is an immediate consequence of the above. Cl 
Let us recall from the introduction that if f : A --) N, where A C Nk, then f is 
N-linear if it is constant or there exists 1 <i <k and c E N such that f (Ti) = ni + c. 
A set A c Nk is a simple product if A = Al x .+. x Ak, where each Ai is either a 
singleton or N. It is clear that the intersection of simple products is again a simple 
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product. Simple products are a special case of pattern induced sets. A simple product 
is induced by a pattern (ti, . . . , tk), where each t; is either a numeral or a variable and 
each variable occurs at most once. 
Lemma 7.5. Let A 2 Nk, B C N”’ be simple products and let f i : A + N i = 1,. . . ,171 
be N-linear mappings. Then 
is either empty or a simple product. 
Proof. If C = 0, then there is nothing to prove. So assume C # 8. Let Bi be the ith 
projection of B. We first show that 
Take E E C. Then (fi (E), . . . , f&i)) E B. This implies that f@) t Bi for i = 1,. . . ,m. 
Thus E E fi’(Bi) for i = l,...,m. 
Take E such that n E f,r’(Bi) for i = 1 , . . .,m. Thus fi(?i) E Bi for i = 1,. . .,m. 
Since B = B1 x . . . x B,, it follows that (fi (E), . . . , f&i)) E B. Hence ?I E C. 
That C is a simple product now follows if we show that each f,: '(Bi) is a simple 
product, since simple products are closed under intersections. So take flT1 (Bi). If fi 
is constant, then fi’(Bi) = A. If f@) = nj + c, then there are two cases to consider, 
depending on whether Bi is singleton or N, If Bi = {p}, then 
fi’(Bi) = {E E A 1 nj + c = p}. 
Since A is a simple product, it follows that fi’(Bi) is likewise. If Bi = N, then 
f i1 (Bi) = A and thus a simple product. El 
Theorem 7.6. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation off : Nk + N. For 
any V E Nk: 
(1) The restriction off with respect to [fi](~,~) is N-linear. 
(2) [E](D,J) is a simpZe product. 
Proof. (1) This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9, using Proposition 7.4. 
The statement clearly holds if (D, F) is basic. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Campy-presentation. Take any E E NM. By the induction hypot- 
hesis, ext(D, Gi) is N-linear on [ i?](o,o,) for i = 1,. . . ,k, and ext(D, Gk+t ) is N-linear 
on [ W](D,G~+,), where wi = val(G@)) for i = 1 ,...,k. Since [EI(D,F) C[~](D,G,) for 
i=l , . . . , k, and N-linear functions are closed under composition, the statement follows. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Rec,+i-presentation. We proceed by induction on the first 
argument. 
For [ 0, iS](o,~) the statement follows from the first induction hypothesis, since 
val(F(O,E)) = val(G@)). 
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For [n + ~,E](D,F), we observe that 
val(F(n + 1, E)) = val(H(u, II, V)), 
where u = val(F(n,U)). By the first induction hypothesis, ext(D,H) is N-linear on 
[u, n,E](op). By the second induction hypothesis, ext(D, F) is N-linear on [ n,i?](~,~). 
Since (n + 1,W) E [n + l,E](o,~) implies (n,K) E [ ~,V](D,F), the statement follows. 
(2) This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9. 
The statement clearly holds if (D, F) is basic. 
Suppose (D, F) is a CompF-presentation. Take any V E iVm. Let w; = val(Gi(E)) 
and A = nt, [ V](D,G,). Then, by Proposition 7.4, 
[~I(D,F) ={n EA I (val(Gl(n)),...,val(Gk(n))) E [W~(D,G~+,)). 
By the induction hypothesis, [ U](D,G,) for i = 1,. . . , k and [ %](D,G~+, ) are simple prod- 
ucts. Hence A is a simple product. By (1 ), ext(D, Gi) for i = 1,. . . , k are N-linear on 
A. Hence [E](Q,v) is a simple product, by Lemma 7.5. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Rec,,,+t-presentation. We proceed by induction on the first 
argument. 
For [O,~?](D,F), it follows from Proposition 7.4 that [O,~](D,F) = (0) x [E](D,G). 
Hence the statement follows from the first induction hypothesis. 
Let u = val(F(n,E)). It then follows from Proposition 7.4 that 
(n + l,W) E in + ~,E](D,F) M (n,E) E [n,Elp,F)and 
WV’(n, WI, n,W E [ u, n, 5 I(W). 
By the induction hypothesis, [ ~,E](QF) and [ u,n,iT]p,~) are simple products. Hence, 
by (1) and Lemma 7.5, 
A = {(%g) E [n,v](D,F)I(val(F(n,w)),n,w) E b,n,~](D,H)} 
is a simple product. Since [n + l,E](D,F) = {n + 1) x A2 x . . . x A,+l, where Ai is the 
ith projection of A, it follows that [ 12 + l,i?](~,~) is a simple product. 0 
Note that Theorem 7.6 strongly depend on the particular choice of base functions. 
If, for instance, addition where added as a basic schema, it would not hold for the 
resulting closure. 
Let us illustrate the implications of Theorem 7.6 by means of an example. Consider 
primitive recursive presentations of binary addition. How big can the argument classes 
[.I be? 
Clearly, a primitive recursive presentation (D, F) of binary addition cannot satisfy 
[&ml(D,F) = N2, since addition is not N-linear on N2. The next possibilities are 
(1) [%ml(D,F) = {n} x N, 
(2) [ n,rn](~,F) = N x {n}. These are both possible, since the right-hand sides 
are simple products on which addition is N-linear. In fact, if we let (D, F) be the 
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standard primitive recursive presentation of addition, given by the following HGK- 
system: 
F(O> Y) = 4 (Y), 
@(x),Y)=H(%Y),x,Y), 
WAY) = sW~:(zJ,Y)), 
d(Y) = Y, 
&,x,y)=z, 
Succ(x) = s(x), 
then it is easy to check that it satisfies (1). If we add the equations 
G(x,y)=F(~~(x,y),~:(x,y)), 
&-, Y) = Y, 
&,y)=x, 
to the equations above, then the resulting presentation (D’, G) satisfies (2). Let us call 
a presentation (D, F), where F is of type m symmetric if 
for every V E Nm and every permutation o. 
As an example, let (D,min) be a presentation of the inf-function, where D is given 
by the following HGK-system: 
min(O, y) = 0, 
min(s(x), 0) = 0, 
min(s(x), s(y)) = Succ(min(x, y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x), 
It is easy to see that 
[% ml(amin) = {(u, w) I Wn, m) = inf(v, w)}, 
which implies that (D,min) is symmetric. For trivial, syntactical reasons, it is not a 
primitive recursive presentation. We shall give more intensional reasons why (D,min) 
is not primitive recursive, but lirst we note that the nonprimitive recursiveness of this 
example is shown in [l], however for different reasons in a different setting. We shall 
return to Colson’s work at the end of this section. Note that the presentation of the 
supremum-function, given in Section 5, is another example of a symmetric presentation. 
Theorem 7.7. Let (D, F) be a symmetric, primitive recursive presentation where F 
is of type m. Then [E](D,J) = W. 
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Proof. Take U = (0, . . , 0,l) E Nm. Let Ai be the ith projection of [V](D,J). Since 
(D, F) is symmetric, it follows that 0,l E Ai. Since [ E](D,F) is a simple product, this 
implies that each Ai equals N. 0 
Corollary 7.8. If (D, F) is a symmetric, primitive recursive presentation, then 
ext(D, F) is N-linear. 
Proof. This follows from the previous theorem, by Theorem 7.6 (1). 0 
This shows, both from the intensional and extensional viewpoints, that there are only 
trivial symmetric primitive recursive presentations. In particular, there are no symmetric, 
primitive recursive presentations of inf. If we make an analysis similar to the one made 
for addition, it turns out that the biggest possible argument classes a primitive recursive 
presentation (D, F) of inf can have are the following: 
(1) [~,~I(D,F) = (0) x N [n + L~I(D,F) = in + 1) x {m) or 
(2) [n,Ol(D,F) =RJ x {O), [n,m + 1 I(D,F) = {n> x {m + I>. 
It is a straightforward exercise to find primitive recursive presentations of inf which 
satisfies (1) and (2). 
We shall see in a moment that the example (D, min) has another property which a 
primitive recursive presentation of inf cannot have. 
Let us introduce the following notation: If (D, F) is a presentation then 
fix(~,~)(U) = {i 1 wi = vi for W E [?~](D,F)}. 
Thus if Ai denotes the ith projection of [ E](D,F), then i E fix(~,+) iff Ai is singleton. 
Proposition 7.9. Let (0, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. Zf i E fixcg,&E), 
then vi < time(D,+). 
Proof. This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9. 
The statement is trivially true if (D, F) is basic. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Compp-presentation. Take E E Nm and i E fixp,,q(E). If i E 
fixcg,,~,)(U) for some j Sk, then, by the induction hypothesis, vi < time(D,,G,)(U). Since 
timeco,,c,,(E) < timeco,F)(U), the statement follows. If i # fixp,,~,)(S) for all j< k, then 
there is a j E fiX(4+,,Gk+,) (W), where wi = val(G@)), such that ext(Dj, G,)(V) = vi + C. 
By the induction hypothesis, Wj < time@,+,,&+, j(W). Now 
Vi <Vi + C < time(&+,,G,+, j(W) < time(o,&). 
If (D, F) is a Ret-presentation, the statement follows in a similar way, using induction 
on the first argument of F. 0 
We shall now analyze further the structure of the argument classes of the primitive 
recursive presentations. 
If (D, F) and (D’, T) are primitive recursive presentations, then (D’, T) occurs in 
(D, F) if D’ CD. 
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Lemma 7.10. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. Zf[F(a)Do E [F(w)]0 
then, for any function symbol G and x E N*, 
[F(V)&,(x) is a G-atom w [F(iV)]&) is a G-atom 
Proof. This is proved by an easy induction on Definition 6.9. q 
Let (D’, T) be a Ret-presentation which occurs in the primitive recursive presentation 
(D, F). The major T-nodes in I[F(V)]o are then the minimal elements in the set 
{x E dom~~(v)no(~F(v)no(x) is a T-atom}. 
If x is a major T-node in [F(V)]o and [F(B)]o(x) N T(nl,. . . , nk), then nl is the 
major T-argument associated with x. 
Lemma 7.11. Let (D’, T) be a Ret-presentation which occurs in the primitive recur- 
sive presentation (D, F). Zf ([F(B)]D E [F(i?)]o then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) x is a major T-node in [F(E)]lo with major T-argument n. 
(2) x is a major T-node in [F(W)]0 with major T-argument n. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 7.10 that x is a major T-node in [F(V)]0 
iff x is a major T-node in [F(W)&+ Let tF(U)JJo(x) N T(nl,. . . ,nk) and I[F(iC)]o(x) CY 
T(ml,..., mk). Then the subtrees of [F(B)]0 and [F(W)no at x are [T(nl,. . .,nk)nD 
and [T(ml, . . . , m,&, respectively. Since I[F(B)JD = I[F(W)JD, it follows that 
BT(ni,..., nk)b = ~wh..., mk)]D. Thus, by Proposition 7.3, ni = ml. 0 
Let (D, F) and (D’, T) be as above. If [F(B)] D and [F(W)Jo have the same set of 
major T-nodes and for each such node x, the associated major T-arguments are equal, 
then [F(V)JJD and [F(V)]0 are T-equivalent. 
Lemma 7.12. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. Zf I[F(i+]o and 
[F(W)]0 are T-equivalent for every Ret-presentation (D’, T) that occurs in (D, F), 
then [F(E)]0 -[F(W)Jo. 
Proof. Again, this is proved by induction on Definition 6.9, using Proposition 7.4. Cl 
Let (D, F) and (D’, T) be as above. (D’, T) is passive in (D, F) if [F(E)], and 
[F(E)]0 are T-equivalent for every 3, W. Otherwise (D’, T) is active in (D, F). 
Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. We then define a partial order 
CD on the Ret-presentations that occurs in (D, F) by recursion on Definition 6.9 as 
follows: 
(1) If (D, F) is a Compr-presentation, then (D’, T) &(D”, V) iff (D’, T) $(D”, V) 
for i<k + 1 or (D’, T) occurs in (Dip Gi) for i<k and (D”, V) OCCUTS in (&+I, &+I). 
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(2) If (D, F) is a Ret-presentation, then (D’, T) Co(D”, V) iff (D’, T) = (D, F) or 
(D’, T) &(D”, V) for i <2. 
Lemma 7.13. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation where F is of type m, 
and (D’, T) a Ret-presentation which occurs in (D, F). Suppose every other occurring 
Ret-presentation (D”, V) which sati$es (D”, V) &(D’, T) is passive. Then 
(1) The sets of major T-nodes in I[F(V)]n and [F(W)Jo are nonempty and equal 
-- 
for every u. w. 
(2) For each major T-node x, there is an N-linear function f :N” --+ N such that 
f(E) is the major T-argument associated with x in [F(V)]o. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9. 
If (D, F) is basic then there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Compr-presentation. If (D’, T) occurs in (Di,G;) for i<k, 
then the statements follow immediately from the induction hypothesis. So assume 
(D’, T) occurs in (Dk+, , Gk+t ). Then, by assumption, the Ret-presentations that oc- 
curs in (D;,Gi) for i = l,..., k are all passive. By Lemma 7.12, [ V]r~,,o,) = N” for 
i=l , . . . ,m. This yields that ext(Di, Gi), for i = 1,. . . ,k, are all N-linear on IV by 
Theorem 7.6 (1). Since the statement holds for (D k+, , &+I), by the induction hypoth- 
esis, and N-linear functions are closed under composition, the statements holds for 
(D, 0. 
Suppose (D, F) is a Ret-presentation. Then the statement holds trivially, since 
(D’,T) = (0, F). 0 
Theorem 7.14. Let (0, F) be a primitive recursive presentation where F is of type 
m. If fiX(D,F)(Ti) # 8, then there is an i = 1,. . . ,m such that: 
(1) i E fix@~+) for every ij E Nm. 
(2) Vj < time(o,r-)@) for every ‘tj E Nm. 
Proof. (1). If fix(D,F)(@ # 8 then, by Lemma 7.12, there are Ret-presentations which 
are active in (D, F). Let (D’, T) be a &-minimal such. By Lemma 7.13, there is a 
major T-node x in [F(V)Jb for every 5. Also, there is an N-linear function f : N” --f 
N such that f(V) equals the major T-argument associated with x in [F(z)],. Since 
(D’, T) is active, f(E) = v, + c for some i* = 1,. . .,m and c E N. We claim that 
i E fix(o,r)@) for every 5 E N”. 
So take 5 E Nm and consider [ii]( If W E [E](~,F), then [F(W)nD z [F(?j)jo. 
Since x is a major T-node in both [F(!?)no and [F(z)]lD, it follows that the subtrees 
of [F(i?)no and I[F(z)no at x are [T(ml,. . . ,rnk)jjD and [T(nl,. . . ,nk)jjD, respectively. 
Since [F(z)no E [F(z)nD, I[T(ml,. . . ,mk )I0 E [T(nl,. . . ,nk)JJo. By Proposition 7.3, 
mt = nl. Since ml = f(w) = wi + c and nt = f(E) = ui + c, it follows that 
w; = u;. Hence the i-th component of [.~](D,J) is singleton, which implies that i E 
fiX(D,F)@). 
(2). This follows from (1) and Proposition 7.9. 0 
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Corollary 7.15. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation where F is of type 
m. Zf (D, F) presents a non-N-linear, m-ary function, then there is an i = 1,. . .,m 
such that vi < time(o,p)(E) for every E E Nm. 
Proof. If (D, F) presents a non-&linear function then fixc~&Zi) # 8, by Theorem 
7.6. Now apply Theorem 7.14. 0 
Let us now return to the (D,min) example. It is easily shown that time(omin) is 
O(inf). This is another property that a primitive recursive presentation of inf cannot 
have. The reason is that inf is non-N-linear and thus, according to Corollary 7.15, 
a primitive recursive presentation of inf must satisfy n < time(o,F)(n,m) for every 
(n,m) E N2, or m < time(D,&n,m) for every (n,m) E N2. This implies that time(o,p) 
cannot be O(inf). In fact, Corollary 7.15 yields that a primitive recursive presentation 
which has time-complexity O(inf) presents a N-linear function. 
Let us turn to a different subject. The standard example of a non-primitive recursive 
function is the Ackermanr-Peter function. This function is presented by the following 
HGK-system: 
4, Y) = S(Y), 
44x), 0) = &,s(O)), 
&(X),S(Y)) =&As(x)?Y)). 
We shall now compare the corresponding presentation (DA,_~) with the primitive re- 
cursive presentations. The argument classes for (DA,A) are given by the following: 
P,ml(D,,.4) = (0) x N 
[n + LmlcDAp) = {n + 1) x (4. 
Thus, by considering argument classes alone, one cannot deduce that (DA,A) is not 
a primitive recursive presentation. In fact, if we take the standard primitive recursive 
presentation of multiplication, which is obtained by adding the following equations to 
the presentation of addition, given earlier, 
WAY) = 01(Y), 
T(s(x),y)=G(T(x,y),x,y), 
Gkx, Y) = W&,x, Y), &z,x, Y)), 
&A Y) = z, 
&A Y) = Y, 
it is easily seen that the induced presentation (D, T) satisfies 
in9 mlw) = [n, ml(Dd). 
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In order to give additional reasons why (DA,_~) is not a primitive recursive presentation, 
we look at the following relation, which measures the dependence of the argument 
classes. 
Definition 7.16. Given a presentation (D, F), define < as follows: [ Z]tD,Fj < [ E](~,~) 
if there exists V such that V E [Z](D,J) and F(Z) -CD F(Z). 
Let ext(D,&) = a. Since a(n + 1,m) > a(n + 1,k) for m > k, it follows that 
[n + l,a(n + Lm)lp,p) # [n + La@ + ~,~)I(D,,A) 
for m > k. We get 
[n + 1, k](DA,q < [n + 1, m + l](~~,p) for k -C m + 1 
and 
[n,a(n + l,k)](D,,.q < [n + 1, m + l](~,,,q for k < m + 1. 
The dependence order for a primitive recursive presentation is nonempty only if (D, F) 
is a Ret-presentation and then 
[n,%~) c b%i%DF) w n < mand(n,ii) E [n,tii](~~). 
If this is compared to the dependence order for (DA,A), one sees that it is more 
complex than the primitive recursive case. 
We finish this section with a discussion of [l]. In that paper, a primitive recursive 
function is viewed as a combinator. Formally, the primitive recursive combinators are 
given by the following inductive definition: 
( 1) 0, &cc and xf: are all primitive recursive combinators of arities 0, 1 and n, 
respectively. 
(2) If c is a primitive recursive combinator of arity n and cl,. . . , c, are primitive 
recursive combinators of arity m, then Sz(c; cl , . . . , c, ) is a primitive recursive combi- 
nator of arity m. 
(3) If b and s are primitive recursive combinators of arity n and n+2, then Rec(b,s) 
is a primitive recursive combinator of arity n + 1. 
The primitive recursive terms are given by the following inductive definition: if c is 
a primitive recursive combinator of arity n and tl, . . . , tn are primitive recursive terms, 
then c[tl,..., t,,] is a primitive recursive term. The operational semantics for primitive 
recursive terms is given by the following deterministic rewrite system: 
(1) 4Xt I,...,&] * tk- 
(2) S,m(C;Cl,...,C,)[tl,...,tml * c[c1[t1 , . . ., h?Il, f.. , cn[h,. . , hnll. 
(3) Rec(b,s)[O, tl,. . , t,J e b[tl,. . . , t,]. 
(4) Rec(b,s)[Succ[4, tl, . . . , t,] + s[Rec(b, s)[u, tl ,...,tnl,u,tl,...,t,l. 
(5) If u +- t then Rec(b,s)[u, tl,. . . , t,] + Rec(b,s)[t, tl, . . . , t,], provided that the 
previous rule does not apply. 
(6) If u + t then SUCC[U] + Succ[t]. 
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Fig. 1. The domain 52 of lazy natural numbers. 
Note that the evaluation order is callbyname. The time-complexity of a term t is 
then the length of the reduction sequence of t. 
Let 9 denote the domain of lazy natural numbers (see Fig. 1). 
The denotational semantics for the primitive recursive combinators, where each com- 
binator c of arity n is interpreted as a continuous function [c]l : 9 + 9, is given in 
the following way: 
(1) I[01 is 0. 
(2) [SUCC~(X) = S(X) for x E 9. 
(3) [xi] is the ktb nary projection. 
(4) I[S,m(c; Cl,. * *, cdn is bn ~mn,...,~m 
(5) F = [Rec(b,s)J of arity n + 1 is defined on the finite elements of SW’ as fol- 
lows: F(I,q,. . .,u,) = I, F(O,ul,. ..,un) = [b](ul,. . .,u,) and F(S(u),ul,. . .,u,) = 
BSD(F(U,Ul,...,Un),U,Ul,..., u,,), and is extended by continuity. 
The denotation of a primitive recursive term c[tl, . . . , t,] is given by 
Ec[h ,...,hin = iknmn,...,kn~. 
The intuition is now that if c[tl , . . . , tn] is a primitive recursive term, then its deno- 
tation [c[tl, . . . , t,]JJ represents some information about its computation. There are two 
cases: 
(1) lIc[t1,..., t,,]n is of the form ,Sk(0) which means that the computation terminates, 
requiring at most the information (pljj,.. .,[tJ>. 
(2) lIdt1, * * * 3 t,,]n is of the form Sk(l) which means that the computation is stopped 
because of lack of information in one (and only one) of its inputs. 
This intuition is formalized by means of the notion of sequentiality index ([lo]), 
which is defined as follows: the sequential&y - index of a pair (f, ii), where f : 9" -+ 
9 and 8 E 9” is a natural number 1 < i <n such that if V < W and ui = wi then 
f(E) = f(W 
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A function f : 9” --f 9 has the property of ultimate obstination if for every ij E 9” 
there exists an i = 1 , . . . , n and a finite EO such that every pair (f,W), 80 dW<V has 
i as a sequentiality-index. The main result in [l] is then that the denotations of the 
primitive recursive combinators has the property of ultimate obstination. Colson uses 
this to show that no primitive recursive combinator satisfies 
[c](S”(l_),S”(l) = Sinf(n,m)(l). (*) 
This shows that our earlier example 
min(O, y) = 0, 
min(s(x), 0) = 0, 
min(s(x), s( y)) = Succ(min(x, y)), 
Succ(x) = s(x), 
is not primitive recursive, since its denotation satisfies (*). The property of ultimate 
obstination is also used to show that there is no primitive recursive combinator which 
computes inf and has time-complexity O(inf). 
Comparing with the present work, it is clear that part (1) of Theorem 7.14 cor- 
responds to the property of ultimate obstination. However, to our knowledge there 
are no direct connection between these. For instance, consider the following primitive 
recursive presentation (D, F): 
JTGY) = 4w, Y), 4(x, Y)), 
m Y) =01(y), 
Z@(x), Y I= &w, Y ), x9 Y 1, 
&, Y) = Y, 
~n:w,Y)=x, 
01(x) = 0. 
Then [ n, m ](QF~ = {n} x N. Let c be the corresponding combinator. Now, one might 
suspect that 1 is a common sequentiality - index for ([cl, 5). This is not the case, 
since 
[c](v, w) = w. 
The reason why is that our formalism defines mathematical functions on IW and thus 
composition is strict: if g(h(E) has a value then h(E) has a value. In terms of evaluation 
orders, we use call-by-value. This is a natural choice, since the notion of a lazy function 
has meaning only when the underlying sets have more structure than just being sets 
(example: domains). 
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We end this discussion with an example. Consider the following HGK-systems: 
T(x) = x, (*) 
F(0) = 0, 
F@(x)) = G(F(x),x), 
G(x, Y) = Succ(+, Y)). (*) 
These two system both present the function f(n) = n, n E N. It is clear that they 
should not be considered as equal intensionally. For instance, system (1) has constant 
time-complexity, whereas system (2) is linear. If considered as presentations, they will 
differ in the argument classes. However, denotational semantics will fail to recognize 
this difference, since both the denotations will be equal to the identity function on $3. 
8. p-recursive presentations 
The &inctional of arity m is defined as follows: Suppose f : him+’ + N. Then 
pLf : N” --f N is defined as follows: 
if f(k,?I) N Oandf(p,?i) J,f(p,E) # Oforp < k 
It is well-known that the closure of the zero functions, the successor function and 
the projections under composition, primitive recursion and p is the set of all partial 
recursive functions. 
In this section we shall investigate the corresponding set of presentations. A schema 
M is called a p-schema if its induced functional is the ~-functional. In the following, 
A4 denotes an arbitrary p-schema. Furthermore, in every M-presentation considered, 
the given function symbol of the particular instance of M is denoted by F (since A4 
is a p-schema, it has only one given function symbol). 
Suppose f : iV+l + N. Let 3 E N”. 
(1) If there is a k E N such that f(p,iY) J and f(p,l?) # 0 for p < k and f(k,iT) 1, 
then we say that pf (I?) is weakly undejned at k. 
(2) If f(p,E)J and f(p,E) # 0 for every p E N, then we say that ,uf(E) is strongly 
undejined. 
We begin by studying a special p-schema. 
Definition 8.1. Let K, H, F E C be of types m, m + 2 and m + 1 respectively. Then 
pm is the schema generated by the preschema (D; K,H; F), where D is given by the 
following HGK-system: 
K(x) = H(F(O,x), 0,x), 
H(0, Y, Xl = Y, 
H(+), ~3) = HVWY),~,~~),Q. 
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If (D, K) is a CL,-presentation such that ext(D,F) = f, then ext(D, K) = pf. Hence 
the functional induced by pm is the p-functional. 
Let (D, K) be a pm-presentation where ext(D,F) = f. Also, let 
xp = (1,m +3)p(1, 1) for p E N. 
We then observe the following: 
(1) If pf (V) N k, then [K(V)&, = [F(p, V)] for p <k. 
(2) If pf (F) is weakly undefined at k, then [K(V)jjX, = I[F(p,i!)l) for p<k. 
(3) If pf (8) is strongly undefined, then [K(V)]+, = [F(p,i?)] for every p. 
This yields: 
(1) If pf(B) z k, then pr(I[K(u]) = {xP 1 p<k}. 
(2) If pf (V) is weakly undefined at k, then pr([K(u]) = { xp 1 p <k }. 
(3) If pf (B) is strongly undefined, then pr([K(v]) = { xp 1 p E N }. 
Proposition 8.2. Let (D, K) be a pm-presentation, where ext(D,F) = f. Then [K(V)] 
E [K(W)] iff one of the following cases holds: 
(1) pf(E) N k N pf(iG) and I[F(p,v)] E [F(p,w)] for p<k. 
(2) pf(B) and pf(iV) are both weakly unde$ned at k and [F(p,ii)] E [F(p,a)J 
for p<k. 
(3) pf(U) and pf(iV) are both strongly undejined and [F’(p,V)] E I[F(p,F)] for 
pE IW. 
Proof. Assume [K(U)] E [K(W)]. Suppose pf(E) 21 k. Then, by Proposition 3.2, 
pf (iC) N k’. By the previous observations, pr([K(v)]) = { F(p, in) 1 p < k } and 
pr([K(E)]) = { F( p, W) 1 p < k’ }. It follows by inspection of [K(B)] that xp q! 
pr([K(v)j) for p > k. Since [K(V)] E [K(W)j implies dom[K(V)] = dom[K(a)j, 
this last observation implies k = k’. Since [K(E)nx, = [F(p,U)n and [K(W)]+, = 
[F(p,iG)], it follows that I[F(p,v)] s [F(p, W)] for p G k. 
Suppose pf (8) is weakly undefined at k or strongly undefined. It then follows by 
an analogous argument that pf (D) is weakly undefined at k or strongly undefined and 
that I[F( p,ij)] 3 [F(p,T)JJ for p < k or p E N, respectively. 
Assume that (1) holds. Let t and t’ be the schematic parts of [K(V)] and [K(Z)], 
respectively. It then follows by inspection that t E t’. This, together with the assumption 
that I[F(p, V)] s ([F(p, i?)] for p d k, implies that [K(E)] s [K(E)]. 
That (2) or (3) implies [K(V)] E [K(W)] follows analogously. 0 
This last proposition also yields that CL,,, is a regular schema. 
Let /.&D denote PRD U { ~1, 1 m E N }. The ,u-recursive presentations are then the 
closure of @D. 
A set A C Nk is a Q-simple product if A = Al x . . x A,,,, where each Ai is either a 
singleton, N or N - (0). It is easy to see that O-simple products are a special case of 
pattern induced sets. A O-simple product is induced by a pattern (tl,. . . , tk) where each 
ti is either a numeral, a variable x or of the form s(x). Also, every variable occurs at 
most once in the pattern. 
It is clear that the intersection of O-simple products is again a O-simple product. 
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Lemma 8.3. Let A G Nk, B c Nm be O-simple products and let fi : A -+ N i = 
1 , . . . ,m, be N-linear mappings. Then 
C={Ei~Al(f,(?i),..., f m@)) E B 1 
is either empty or a O-simple product. 
Proof. If C = 0, then there is nothing to prove, So assume C # 8. Let Bj be the i-th 
projection of 8. We first show that 
C= f;‘(B,)n4 f;‘(B,). 
Take E E C. Then (f l(E), . . . , fm(H)) E B. This implies that f i(E) E Bi for i = 1,. . . , m. 
Thus si E flT’(Bi) for i = l,...,m. 
Take Ti such that Ti E f ,‘(Bi) for i = 1,. . . , m. Thus f t(H) E Bj for i = 1,. . . , m. 
Since B = B1 x ... x B,, it follows that (f ,(?i), . . . , f m(7i)) E B. Hence ii E C. 
That C is a O-simple product now follows if we show that each f,:‘(Bj) is a O-simple 
product, since O-simple products are closed under intersections. So take f i1 (Bj). If f i 
is constant, then f zT1(Bi) = A and thus a O-simple product. If f i(E) = nj + c, then 
there are three cases to consider, depending on whether Bi is singleton, N or N - (0). 
If Bj = {p}, then 
Since A is a O-simple product, it follows that fi’(Bj) is likewise. If Bi = N, then 
f i’(Bi) = A and thus a O-simple product. Finally, if Bi = N - {0}, then there are two 
cases to consider, depending on whether c = 0 or c # 0. If c = 0, then 
Clearly this is a O-simple product. If c # 0, then f $7’ (Bi) = A and thus a O-simple 
product. Cl 
Theorem 8.4. Let (D, K) be a u-recursive presentation of the partial function K : 
Nm + N. For any E E Nm : 
(1) The restriction of IC with respect o [ 5]cn,~.) is either empty or N-linear. 
(2) [E](o,~j is a O-simple product. 
Proof. (1). This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9. 
If (D, K) is basic then clearly the statement holds. 
If (D, K) is a Comp- or a Ret-presentation, then the statement follows by an ar- 
gument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 7.6(l). Finally, if (0, K) is a pm- 
presentation, then the statement follows from Proposition 8.2. 
(2). This is proved by induction on Definition 6.9. 
Clearly the statement holds if (D, K) is basic. 
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Suppose (D, K) is a Compr-presentation. Let ext(D, Gj) = gi_ Take any 5 E Nm. 
Let A = fl~~,[~l~,~. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether gi(a) J 
for i = l,... ,k or gi(?j) 1 for some i = 1,. . . ,k. 
If wi N g&j) for i = 1,. . . , k, it follows that 
[U](D,K) = in E ~4 1 (gl@h...,gk@)) E [wl(D,Gi+,) 1. 
By the induction hypothesis, [ V](QG,) for i = 1,. . . ,k and [ iT](o,~,+,) are O-simple 
products. Hence A is a simple product. By (l), ext(D, Gi) for i = 1,. . . ,k are N-linear 
on A. Hence [ E](D,K) is a O-simple product, by Lemma 8.3. 
If g&j) 1 for some i = 1,. . . , k, then 
[~I(D,K) =A. 
Hence [V](QKJ is a O-simple product by the induction hypothesis. 
Suppose (D, K) is a Rec,+i-presentation. We proceed by induction on the first 
argument. 
For [ O,V](QK), it follows that [ O,~](D,K) = (0) x [E](o,G). Hence, since [U](D,~ is 
a O-simple product by the first induction hypothesis, [ O,E](D,K) is likewise. 
For [ n+l,E](o,~), there are two cases to consider, depending on whether val(K(n,Z) N 
u or val(K(n,c) 1. 
If val(K(n,i?) N U, it then follows that 
(n + 12% E [n + L~](D,K) - (fi,W E [n,vl(D,K)md 
(WK(n, W>, n, W> E [ u, n, 5 I(W). 
By the induction hypothesizes, [ n,ij](~,~) and [ u,Iz,U](QH) are O-simple products. 
Hence, by (1) and Lemma 8.3, 
A={(n,w)~[ ,-I n u (D,K) 1(vW(n,W),n,F) E [u,~,UI(D,H)) 
is a O-simple product. Since 
[n+l,~l(~,~)={(n+l,w)I(n,w)~A}, 
it follows that [n + l,i?](~,~) is a O-simple product. 
If val(K(n,a) 1, then it follows that 
[n + l,u](D,K) = {(n + 12%) 1 (&E) E [n,El(D,K) 1. 
By the induction hypothesis, [ n,E]p~) is a O-simple product. This implies that [n + 
l,Tir](o,~) is likewise. 
Suppose (D, K) is a pm-presentation, where ext(D,F) = f. 
If pf(E) N k then, by Proposition 8.2, 
w E [E](Dk) _ pf(E) = kand(p,iV) E [P,E](op)forpbk. 
It also follows by (1) that f is N-linear on [ p,ij](D~) for p<k. For p < k, let 
B, = {(P,=) E [p>~](DE) 1 f(p,@) # O). 
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Also, let 
& = { tk,w) E [k,v](,,, 1 f(k$ = 0). 
Furthermore, let A, = {Z 1 (p,Z) E B, }. Then [B](D,K) = n;=oA,. 
By the induction hypothesis, [ p,U](~p) is a O-simple product. Hence, by Lemma 
8.3, B, is a O-simple product for p < k. This implies that the same holds for A,. Since 
[Al = flkp=oAp the statement follows. 
If pLf(U) is weakly or strongly undefined, the statement follows by a similar argu- 
ment. 0 
Theorem 8.4 enables us to show an analogue of Theorem 7.7 for p-recursive presen- 
tations. 
Theorem 8.5. Let (D, K) be a symmetric, p-recursive presentation, where F is of 
type m. Then [V](DJ) = N”. 
Proof. Take E = (0 ,..., 0,l) E N”. Let Ai be the ith projection of [ i?](nd). Since 
(D, K) is symmetric, it follows that 0,l E Ai. Since [ E](~K) is a O-simple product, 
this implies that each Ai equals N. 0 
Corollary 8.6. Let (D, K) be a symmetric, p-recursive presentation. Then ext(D, K) 
is either empty or total and N-linear. 
Proof. This follows from the previous theorem by Theorem 8.4. 0 
Let us continue by considering an arbitrary p-schema M. We begin by showing 
which F-atoms are principal in an M-presentation. As we have seen, given a ,u,,,- 
presentation (D, K), where ext(D, F) = f, we have the following: 
(1) If pf(E) N k or if pf(V) is weakly undefined at k, then the set of principal 
F-atoms in [K(V)Jjo is { F(p,V) 1 p <K }. 
(2) If pLf(U) is strongly undefined, then the set of principal F-atoms in [K(V)ljo is 
{F(P,@ I P E N 1. 
We shall now show that this holds for an arbitrary p-schema. 
Proposition 8.7. Let (D, K) be an M-presentation, where ext(D, F) = f. If pf (8) 2: 
k, then the set of principal F-atoms in [K@)jl~ is 
A = {F(p,@ I p<k}. 
Proof. Let B denote the set of principal F-atoms in [K(@jj~. Without loss of gener- 
ality, by Proposition 6.5, we may assume that D is F-contracted. For every F-atom b, 
let Db be the M-presentation given by: 
ifa = 6, 
D(a) otherwise. 
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Take b E A. Suppose b 6 B. Then, since D is F-contracted, there is no x such 
that [K(E)]&x) N 6. By Proposition 2.4, this implies that b $0 K(E). Hence b # 
domDIK(E). Thus, by Proposition 1.11, DIK(E) & DbIK(P). Since valo(K@)) N k, 
Proposition 1.12 yields D/K(E) = DblK(E). This implies valD,(K(E)) 21 k. But then M 
is not a p-schema. Hence b E B. 
Take b # A. By Proposition 1.11, DblK(B) 5 DIK(E). Since M is a p-schema, 
vah(K(U)) 21 k. Hence, by Proposition 1.12, DIK(i7) = Dz,IK(E). Since valD,(b) 1 
and valDb(K(E)) 1, it follows from Proposition 1.8 that b fin, K(3). Since DIK(3) = 
DbIK(U), this implies b #n K(E). Thus, by Proposition 2.4, b @ B. 0 
Proposition 8.8. Let (D, K) be an M-presentation, where ext(D, F) = f. If pf (U) is 
weakly undefined at k, then the set of principal F-atoms in [K(E)]n is 
A = { F(p,V) I p<k}. 
Proof. Let B denote the set of principal F-atoms in [K(V)]n. Let D’ be the M- 
presentation given by: 
D’(a) = ’ 
ifa = F(k,E), 
D(a) otherwise. 
By Proposition 8.7, the set of principal F-atoms in [[K(V)]b, is A. Since 
ext(D, F) C ext(D’, F), 
it follows from Proposition 6.7 that B GA. 
Suppose B c A. Let p be the greatest number such that F(i, 8) E B if i < p. Let D’ 
be the M-presentation given by: 
D’(a) = ’ 
ifa = F(p,E), 
D(a) otherwise. 
By Proposition 6.8, valD(K(i!)) N valot(K(E)). Thus valo(K(V)) 1. But then M is not 
a p-schema. Hence B = A. 0 
Lemma 8.9. Let (D, K) be an M-presentation, where ext(D, F) = f. Suppose D is F- 
contracted and that pf (5) is strongly undefined. For p E N, let D, be the following 
M-presentation: 
Dr(a) = 
{ 
1 zfa = F(n,ii), n 2 p 
D(a) otherwise. 
Then 
(1) UK(Wln, < lIK(Ti)llb for every p E N. 
(2) If P Gq, then UW)b, < IMXl+ 
(3) rfx E dom[K(B)jo and [K(iq]D(X) # I, then there is a k E N such that 
~K(%(X) 2 EK(%(X). 
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Proof. (1) and (2): Since D, C_ D and D, c Dq if p <q, this follows from Proposition 
2.10. 
(3) This follows by induction on x, using (2). 0 
Proposition 8.10. Let (D, K) be an M-presentation, where ext(D,F) = f. Suppose 
pf (3) is strongly undefined. Then the set of principal F-atoms in [K(E)]0 is 
A={F(p,v)I PEN). 
Proof. Let B denote the set of principal F-atoms in [K(~)]D. Without loss of gener- 
ality, by Proposition 6.5, we may assume that D is F-contracted. Then A G B follows 
from Proposition 8.8 and Lemma 8.9 (1). 
Suppose x E pr([K(V)]D) and [K@)]D(x) 1~ F(q,iV). By Lemma 8.9 (3), there is a 
k E N such that [tqiqDk(X) N F(q,iV). Since x is principal in [K(v)], , F(q,iV) E A, 
by Proposition 8.8. 0 
Given a function definition D and a term a = F(al,. . . , a,) such that o(a) > 1, we 
say that a is full with respect to D if valn(ai) 1 for i = 1,. . . , n. 
If x, y E N*, x is said to be to the left of y, if x = z(i)v, y = z(j)w and i < j. 
Let D be a function definition and a a term. Suppose x, y E domI[aljD Let z = x n y 
and [a]&) N b. If o(b) > 1, b is full in D, y is a descendant of the rightmost child 
of z and x is not, we say that y is strongly dependent on x in [a]D. Clearly, x is to 
the left of y. 
If c and d are terms, we say that d is strongly dependent on c in I[a]D, if there 
exists x, y E domI[ajD such that [a]&) N c, [a]&) N d and y is strongly dependent 
on x. 
Consider a p,,,-presentation (D, K). Let F(p,i?) and F(q,P) be principal F-atoms in 
[K(@]D. It then follows that F(q,Z) is strongly dependent on F(p,iY) if p < q. We 
shall now show that this holds for an arbitrary p-schema M. First we need a little 
lemma. 
Lemma 8.11. Let D be a function definition and b an atom. Let D’ be the following 
function defmition: 
D’(a) = 
{ 
1 ifa = b, 
D(a) otherwise. 
If a is a term such that a # b, b fD a and v&(a) N u, then v&(a) 11 u. 
Proof. A simple induction over Definition 1.2. Cl 
Proposition 8.12. Let (D, K) be an M-presentation, where ext(D, F) = f. If F( p, E) 
and F(q,i?) are principal F-atoms in I[K(a)]D then F(q,iY) is strongly dependent on 
F(P,~) if P < q. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that D is F-contracted. Suppose 
pLf(U) is weakly undefined at k. Take principal F(p, a) and F(q,B) such that p < q 
and suppose F(q,E) is not strongly dependent on F( p,V) in [K(@)]o. Let D’ be the 
following M-presentation: 
D’(a) = 1 
ifa = F(p,i+, 
D(a) otherwise. 
Since F( p, 5) is principal in [K(V)] D/, there is a x E pr(~K(E)]D~ ) such that [K(zi)]~(x) 
cv F( p,U). By Proposition 6.7, x E pr([K(v)nD) and [K(U)]o(x) 21 F(p, V). Since 
F(q,iS) is principal in [K(V)]o, there is a y E pr(I[K(iT)Jh,) such that [K(V)]&) N 
F(q,E). Let z = x n y and [K(V)]o(z) Y b. It is clear that o(b) > 1. By Proposition 
6.7, [K(V)]oj(z) Y b, since z < x. Let b = G(bl, . . . , b,). Then, for some i = 1,. . . , n, 
F(q,v) = bj (*) 
or 
F(q,v) <D bi, (**I 
since we have assumed that F(q,E) is not strongly dependent on F(p,E). We proceed 
by showing F(q,B) <DI K(E) which contradicts Proposition 8.8, since it implies that 
F(q,U) is principal in [K(V)Jjo/. 
If (*) holds, then clearly F(q, 5) <D’ K(3), since b <D’ K(E) and b; <D’ b. 
If (**) holds, then there is a D-path ao, . . . , a,, from bi to F(q,E). We shall show 
that ao, . . . , a,, is a D’-path. Take 0 <j <n - 1. 
If 
cl for some 1 <I <m. Then clearly aj+r E o’(aj). 
(2) aj+i = H(W,..., IV,), where WI II valD(c[). Since F(q,E) is not strongly de- 
pendent on F(p, V) in [K(q]D, we get that F(p, 5) # CI and F(p, U) #D cl for 
I=1 , . . . ,m. Hence, by Lemma 8.11, valDl(cl) N WI, which implies aj+r E v(aj). 
We have shown that ao,. . . , a,, is a D/-path from bi to F(q,iT). Thus F(q,P) <D’ 
K(v), Since bi <D’ K(v). If pf(-) u is defined or strongly undefined, the statement 
follows from the above, by Proposition 6.7. 0 
A schema M is nonrepetitive if, for every M-presentation (D, K) and every V, 
[K(o)]0 restricted to pr([K(%)]D) is injective. In other words, the schematic part of 
[K@)]D calls only once on each principal atom. Note that the schemata p,,, are all 
non-repetitive. 
The next proposition shows that the ‘only if part of Proposition 8.2 holds for regular 
and nonrepetitive p-schemata. 
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Proposition 8.13. Let M be a regular and non-repetitive p-schema. Suppose (D, K) 
is an M-presentation, where ext(D, F) = f. Then [K(E)j E [K(W)] implies that one 
and only one of the following cases holds: 
(1) pf@) 21 k N pf(W) and [F(p, O)Jj E [F(p, W)] for p < k. 
(2) pf(E) and ,af(W) are both weakly undejned at k and [F(p,V)n E [F(p, W)n 
for p<k. 
(3) pf(B) and pf(W) are both strongly undejined and [F(p,E)J E [F(p,W)j for 
pE N. 
Proof. Assume [K(V)] E [K(W)& Suppose pf(E) N k. Then by Proposition 8.7, the 
set of principal F-atoms in [K(V)] is { F( p, V) 1 p <k }. Since M is non-repetitive, this 
implies that 1 pr([K(v)n)l = k+ 1. By Proposition 3.2, we have pf (W) N k’. Hence, by 
Proposition 8.7, the set of principal F-atoms in [K(V)] is { F(p,i~) ( p < k’ }. Again, 
this implies that 1 pr([K(F)jj)I = k’+ 1. Since M is regular, pr([K(v)J) = pr(I[K(w)Jj). 
Thus k = k’. Order pr(BK(v)Jj) from left to right. Since M is nonrepetitive, it follows 
from Proposition 8.12 that if x is the p-th element in this order, then [K(V)nX = 
[F(p,U)j and [K(W)nX = [F(p, W)& Hence [K(i?)Jj E I[K(Z)‘)D implies [F(p, E)j E 
[F(p,WI for p<k. 
The remaining cases, i.e. when pf (ij) is weakly undefined at k or strongly undefined, 
follows by an analogous argument. 0 
It should be noted that both regularity and non-repetitiveness of the schema are 
needed for this last proposition. 
Let @ be a collection of p-schemas. Denote @ U PRD by @RD. Suppose D is a 
function definition such that (D, K) E cl[@RD], for some K E Z. Then we define a 
mapping r which simply exchanges schemata in @ to corresponding schemata ,u,,,, by 
recursion on (D,K), in the following way: 
(1) If (D, K) is basic, then z(D) = D. 
(2) If (D, K) is a Compr-presentation, where D = D’ U DO U + .+ U Dk, and D’ is an 
instance of Compr, then z(D) = D’ U z(Do) U . . . U z(Dk). 
(3) If (D, K) is a Reck-presentation, where D = D’ U DI U D2, and D’ is an instance 
of Reck, then z(D) = D’ U z(D1) U z(D2). 
(4) If (D, K) is an M-presentation, for some M E @ of arity m and D = D’ U D,, 
where D’ is an instance of M, then z(D) = Do U z(Dl), where DO is an appropriate 
instance of pm. 
If we now extend r to presentations, then clearly r maps cl[@RD] into cl[pRD]. It 
is also clear that r preserves extensions. 
Theorem 8.14. Let @ be a collection of regular, nonrepetitive p-schemas and suppose 
(D, K) E cl[@RD]. Then, for every V, 
[~l(D,K) G[filr(D,K). 
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Proof. A simple induction over Definition 6.9, using Propositions 7.4, 8.2, 8.13 and 
the fact that T preserves extensions. 0 
Corollary 8.15. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 8.14. If (D, K) is sym- 
metric, then ext(D, K) is either empty or total and N-linear. 
Proof. By the previous theorem, symmetry of (D, K) implies symmetry of z(D, K). 
Since r preserves extensions, the statement follows from Corollary 8.6. q 
This leads us to the conclusion that although cl[@ RD] is complete extensionally, in 
the sense that it presents all partial recursive functions, it is definitely not complete 
intensionally. For instance, our old friend (D,min) is not presented in cl[@RD]. 
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